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ABSTRACT 

This analysis of the Apollo Lunar Surf ace Experiments Package 

(ALSEP) management system has four objectives: 
1. to document in a general way the history of the ALSEP management 

system (EMS); 

2. to document the existing ALSEP EMS; 

3. to develop generalized findings and recommendations that could 

be applicable to future experiments programs; and 

4 . to study in some detail the communications interface between the 

ALSEP EMS and the ALSEP Principal Investigator (P.I.). 

Information was collected in two ways: 

1. through face - to- face interviews with NASA personnel, P.I. 's and 

contractors, and 
2 . through reviews of both NASA and public doc.uments. 

Content analysis was used to categorize the information, to locate various 

themes, and to fonnulate basic issues. Fiually, findings and recommendations 

were generated from a creative analysis of the collected information. 

The study consists of two volumes. Volume I includes Chapters I 

through VII--Introduction, Methodology, History, Current System, Findings, 

Recommendations, Conclusions, and Bibliography. Volume II consists of Appendices 

A through F. 
This study was required because of the unique program and struc-

ture and the consequent problems involved in experiment development. The 

development of the ALSEP required that a large-scale engineering program 

parallel the efforts of science to formulate a meaningful experimental pro-

gram. Thus, this study suggests solutions to some of the frequent problems 

that MSC has experienced in the management of experiments. 

This study focused on the ALSEP for three reasons: 

1. The ALSEP EMS is relatively small and wholly contained within MSC. 

2. The work involved in ALSEP development is representative of the 

tasks of experiments management in general. 

3. The ALSEP EMS involved several different MSC directorates, 
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. There are two constraints imposed upon this study's conclusions: 

() 

1. The majority of the scientists chosen as Principal Investigators 

of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package were identified 

with universities or with other research-oriented qrganizations. 

Thus, the conclusions drawn from this study will apply primarily 

to the university-affiliated scientist. 

2. This study was concerned with the management of a Research and 
Development project that was not self-perpetuating. At the time 

of this investigation all foreseeable major decisions concerning 

the selection of experiments for the remaining flights had been 

made, and the development of these experiments were well- under way. 

Thus, this study was instigated with the a priori assumption 

that recommendations resulting from this study would not be applicable to 

the ALSEP development program. Hopefully, the conclusions will be valuable 

for the management of future experiments programs requiring interaction 

between the scientific community and larger engineering-oriented organizations. 

The study of the ALSEP management system suggests that many 

system members view "operating hardware" as the prime output of their system, 

while the P.I. 's see interpretable data as the logical system output. The 

interface between the P.I. and the ALSEP EMS is complicated by a lack of 

mutual understanding of the scientific experiments and of the engineering/ 

operational problems involved in their development and deployment. 

The study's major recommendations are fourfold: 

1. MSC should fully accept science facilitation as one of its organi-
zational goals 

2. Future experiments programs should be managed in self-contained 

organizational units that have the production of interpretable 
scientific data as a major goal. 

3. A future EMS should be designed and staffed to minimize conflict 

at the interface between MSC and the P.I. 

4. The study of the nature and processes of experiments management 

should be supplemented by the examination of other science programs 
and their management systems. 

'. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF ALSEP EXPERIMENT MANAGEMENT 

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

ALSEP BACKGROUND 

ALSEP HISTORY 
The scientific objectives of lunar exploration were outlined 

in a meeting sponsored by the Space. Sciences Board of the National Academy 
of Sciences at Woods Hole, Massachusetts in the summer of 1965. Th~ee major 

scientific objectives were to be achieved: 
1. to investigate the structure and processes of the lunar 

interior, 
2. to determine the composition and structure of the surface 

of the moon and to determine the processes modifying the 

surface, 
3. to establish the history or evolutionary sequence of events 

by which the moon has arrived at its present configuration. 
These scientific objectives were to be met during manned lunar flight by 

four crew activities: 

1. Crew observations would provide qualitative descriptions of 
lunar surface features. 

2. Sample collections would permit post-mission analysis. 

3. Field geology would obtain information on possible geologic 

structure. 

4. The deployment of a lunar surface experiments package would 

allow continued measurement of geophysical parameters for some 
period after the deployment. 

The fourth activity, in part.icular, required a substantial 

investment of resources. The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP)* 

had to be completely developed before thefirst manned lunar landing. This 

ALSEP development required extensive interaction between the National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration (NASA) and the Principal Investigators (selected 

members of the scientific community given the prime responsibility for.the 

* See Appendix A for a description of the ALSEP. 
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successful measurement of the desired phenomena on the lunar surface). This 
interaction, prior to the initiation of the first experiment development 

contracts, was necessary in order (1) to specify the scientific objectives 

of lunar exploration and (2) to select those experiments in-the chosen 

scientific disciplines which would yield the maximum return for the least 

weight and complexity. 

ALSEP MANAGEMENT AND BACKGROUND 

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) was given the mission 

to manage the development of the Apollo spacecraft and the related equip-

ment, which included the development of the ALSEP. 

The ALSEP development involved a large government- sponsored 

program concerned with the development of science experiments requiring 

advanced instrumentation state-of-the art. This development was unique in 

two respects: (1) an intricate communication network between the scientific 

community, MSC, and contractor engineers evolved; and (2) the time limitations 

imposed by Apollo launch dates required experimental, prototype, and fli ght 

models of the individual experiments to develop concurrently. 

Although MSC had accumulated a great deal of experience in 

hardware development, no specific guidelines were available for experiment 

development. Consequently, the management system evolved and matured along 
with the experiments development. The resulting management structures/ 

processes for the definition, development and operation of the ALSEP experi-
ments (hereafter called the Experiments Management System (EMS)) was gre atly 

different from the structure and processes under which the experiment 
development program was instigated. 

The management system for experiments development at MSC had 

its earliest beginning in 1965 as the Experiments Program Office (EXPO) in 
the Engineering and Development Directorate (E&D). This office formed the 

nucleus of the Science and Applications Directorate (S&AD) which was created 

in 1967. Most of the experiments development was performed in S&AD until 

late 1969 when, concurrently with the creation of the Manager of Experiments and 
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Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) Office in the Apollo Spacecraft Program 

Office (ASPO), the engineering tasks concerned with the experiments develop-

ment were transferred from S&AD back to E&D. 
At the present time, five directorates at MSC provide the major 

inputs to the EMS: Administration, -E&D, Flight Crew Operations (FCOD), 

Flight Operations (FOD), and S&AD. Formally, the Administrative Directorate 

has the responsibility for proViding contract management and procurement 
functions for the Center; E&D is responsible for the technical support of 

the experiment develop1nent; FCOD is responsible for the technological and 
engineering contributions from the flight crew standpoint; FOD is responsible 

for operational mission rules and for the overal direction and man~gement of 

flight control, including ALSEP deployment; S&AD is . responsible for the 

planning and implementation of MSC programs of space science and acts as 

the point of contact with the scientific community. In addition to these 

five directorates, ASPO oversees the entire MSC efforts on the Apollo Program, 
including the development of the science packages making up the AI.SEP. 

STUDY BACKGROUND 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

There are three general objectives of this study of lunar surface 

experiments management: 
1. to study and document ALSEP management chronology, 

2. to study and document the present AI.SEP (EMS), 
3. to develop generalized findings and recommendations for the management 

of future experiments programs. 
One of the specific tasks for this study program was to determine 

the methods and procedures by which Principal Investigators (P. I.) on lunar 

experiments participate with MSC in the experiments' development and deploy-

ment. Various aspects of the relationships between XSC and the involved 

scientific community were studied, from which conclusions and recommendations, 

both of a policy and of a procedural nature, were drawn. 

This study was required because of the unique program and structure 
involved in experiment development. The development of the ALSEP required that 

a large scale engineering program parallel the efforts of science to 

.. - --- . .. . . . ' -- .... 
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formulate a meaningful experimental program. The scientific community not 

only had to specify the experiments which would return the most meaningful 
data but also had to evaluate the proposed experiments, with the added 
constraints of size, weight, and power imposed by the host system (the 

Apollo Spacecraft) as well ~s by the development deadline imposed by 

President Kennedy in his 1962 speech. 

REASONS FOR THE SELECTION OF THE ALSEP EMS AS THE FOCAL POINT OF THE STUDY 
This study of experiments management was conducted in an effort 

to generate solutions to some of the frequent problems that MSC had experienced 

in the management of experiments. The ALSEP was chosen for study for three 

reasons: 

1. The ALSEP EMS is relatively small and wholly contained within 

MSC. 
i. The work involved in ALSEP development is representative of the 

tasks of experiments management in general. 

3. The ALSEP EMS involved several different MSC directorates. 

CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED UPON THE STUDY'S CONCLUSIONS 

The scientists chosen as P.I. 's were identified with universities 
or with other research- oriented organizations. A minority of the P.I. 's 

with experiments scheduled for flight were from government institutions; none 
were from industry. Thus, the conclusions drawn from this study will apEl:Y_ 

primarily to the university-affiliated scientist. 

In surrunary, this study was concerned with the management of a 

Research and Development (R&D) project that was not self-perpetuating. At 
the time of our investigation, the experiments development program had just 

reached its peak. All for~seeable major decisions concerning the selection 

of experiments for the remaining flights had been made, _and the development 

of these experiments were well under way. Thus, this study program was 

instigated with ~ priori assumption that recommendations resulting from this 
study would not be applicable to the ALSEP development program. Hopefully, 
the conclusions will be valuable for the management of future experiments 

programs requiring interaction between the scientific community and larger 
engineering-oriented organizations. 
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY 

This research project was divided into two complementary study 

phases: a formulatory or exploratory phase and a descriptive phase. The 

formulative stu£y served to document the evolution of the ALSEP EMS from 

its earliest inception to the present time. The descriptive study was 

designed to gather sufficient data to accurately portray the EMS as it 

functions at the present time. 

SECTION 1: SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Two sources of information were utilized: interviews and publ-

ications. _The primary source for most of the information for both the 

formulation and descriptive studies was the personal interview. Interviews 
directed at all levels of the EMS and at a large sampling of the lunar 
surface experiments P. I.' s provided an abundance of reconcilable . information. 

The secondary source for supporting data was documents, journals, or other 
professional publications. Data obtained from document review yielded 

little information of substance but proved valuable in construction of the 
ALSEP chronology. 

INTERVIEWS 
As indicated previously, most of the information collected 

during the course of this study was collected through personal interviews 

with members of the EMS and of the specific task environments. Specifically, 

interviews were conducted at all levels of HSC (both inside and outside the 

ALSEP ENS), with personnel from NASA Headquarters who had decision-making 
or corrnnunication channel roles at some point in the experiments development, 

with personnel from the prime hardware contractor, and also with a large 

sampling of the lunar surface experiments P. I. 's. The EMS and its 
immediate environment is shown on the next page in Figure 2-1. 
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THE EMS AND ITS ENVIRONMENT 

FIGURE 2-1 

MEMBERS OF EMS INTERVIEWED 

8 
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Of the directorates which are active in the EMS, E&D and S&AD 
are most directly involved in the selection and development of lunar surface 

experiments . Thus, interviews were concentrated in these two directorates. 
Each interview was conducted so as to yield information of three types: 

(1) historical information, (2) documentation of the present ALSEP EMS, and 
(3) information concerning the connnunication interface between the EMS and 

the P. I. 

With the three types of required information as guidelines, it 
was possible to select only those offices and branches of the various 
directorates which were active in the EMS. Therefore, most of the interviews 

in E&D were conducted with personnel in the Lunar Surface Project Office 
(LSPO), which consisted of (1) the Lunar Surface Experiments Office, with 

over-all responsibility for hardware development; (2) the Lunar Surface 
Systems Office, with responsibility for integration of the developed hardware 

into an ALSEP; and (3) the Lunar Surface Project Integration Office, with 

responsibility for integration of the assembled ALSEP with the spacecraft 

at the launch site. 
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Although people were contacted at all levels, most of the inter-

views in S&AD pertaining to ; the ALSEP science requ.irements we.re conduct~d in . the 

Lunar Mission Office (LMO), which consisted of (1) the Lunar Surface Experi-

ments Office, with responsibility for rep res en ta ti on of the P. I. 's in the 

establishment of scientific requirements for MSC; (2) the Data Management 

Office, with responsibility for data management and documentation of scientific 

plans and results for each mission; and (3) the Crew Training Office, with 

responsibility for development and implementation of crew training plans in 

coordination with FCOD. 

Interviews were also conducted with other ALSEP EMS personnel 

in ASPO, FOD, FCOD, R&QA. The ASPO has two responsibilities which . affect 

the EMS: (1) The program control function for scientific experiments is 

the most important and influential force within the EMS. This function in-

cludes all contract administration, authority for budget approval, and 
authority for definition of milestones and activities . for subsequent missions. 

(2) ASPO also serves as the formal interface for the EMS with the Office of 
Manned Space Flight (OMSF) in NASA Hea<lquarters and subsequently makes all 

programatic decisions affecting scientific experiments. 

Other directorates and offices in the EMS have roles of equal 

importance in the experiment development. The Experiments Systems Branch in 
FOD is charged with the responsibility for writing Mission Rules and Console 

Procedures, and relates to the ALSEP in terms of mission rules for experiments. 

Communications between this Branch and the P. I. is quite active during the 

latter phases of experiment development and remains active through the opera-

tional lifetime of the experiment on the lunar surface. The Lunar Surface 

.Q.Eeration Office in FCOD has the responsibility to integrate experiments 

operation requirements into flight plans, particularly the operations re-

quired during Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVA). Crew inputs through this 

office affect equipment design. The Reliability and Quality Assurance (R&QA), 

and the Safety Offices provide the necessary management functions to assure 

reliability of all science hardware, provide the testing and check-out of 

the various hardware items, and insure the safety of the equipment. The 

Procurement Office is responsible for all of the ALSEP contracts and 

negotiations and for all of the contractually required flow of documentation. 

- -- . .. '. .... 
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MEMBERS OF SPECIFIC TASK ENVIRONMENTS INTERVIEWED 

In addition to the ALSEP EMS personnel at MSC, members of the 

following specific task environments were interviewed: 

1. The P. I. -- Interviews were held with a number of lunar surface 
Principal Investigators. The P. I.' s constitute the most impor-

tant part of the ALSEP EMS work environment. 
2. The Contractor -- Interviews were focused on contractor personnel 

who worked with both the EMS and the P. I. 

3. NASA Headquarters Interviews were conducted with. the Apollo 

Lunar Exploration Division, a part of the Apollo Program Office. 

DOCUMENTS 

Four classes of documents were reviewed: 
1. NASA publications. -- The MSC Information Retrieval System was used 

to obtain NASA and NASA Con tractor reports and documents related 
to experiments development. Approximately 90 documents and reports 

were reviewed. Of these, only a few yielded any information con-
cerning the experiments management process at MSC. 

2. NASA in-house documents. -- Several NASA in-house documents (memos 

and reports) were obtained during the course of interviews. Of all 

documents surveyed, the in-house documents yielded the best sup-

portive data, by commenting on the formal.organization of the E~IB, 

the processes involved in experiments development, the evaluation 

of the structure and function of the EMS~ and the technological 
information concerning the individual experiments. 

3. Outside publications. -- The outside publications reviewed were 

primarily aerospace and scientific professional journals (such as 

Aviation Week & Space Technology and Science). Information gathered 

from these technical journals provided the basis for the construction 
of the ALSEP chronology. These journals also contained succinct 

descriptions of the ALSEP, the individual experiments, the P. I.'s 

and NASA policy concerning EMS and experiments selection and develop-

ment. Journal articles and editorials were also valuable as a 

.... -. 
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reflection of the prevailing attitudes of the scientific community, 
for these moods affected the ALSEP EMS, often months before being 

reflected in scientific publication. Thus, this form of documenta-

tion was important in providing credibility to attitudes reported 

in the interviews. 
4. Outside private correspondence.-- Only a few outside private docu-

ments, consisting of correspondence containing the evaluative 

judgments of the correspondent concerning the EMS, were available. 
All reflected some area of EMS conflict, and all presented· the 

correspondent's perception of the conflict and of the conflict 
resolution. 

SEC'TION 2: DATA ACQUISITION 

INTERVIEWS 

SELECTION OF METHOD OF OBTAINING INTERVIEW DATA 
Four methods of obtaining interview data were considered: (1) 

the questionnaire (written questions), (2) the structured interview (oral 

questions restrained to a specific topic), (3) the constrained interview 

(questions constrained to either the subject's role in the EMS, or the 
subject's answer to a previous question), and (4) the unstructured interview 

(subject given the area of study and encouraged to talk about his role in 

and perspective of the EMS). 
It was decided not to use a questionnaire because of five inherent 

disadvantages of the instrument. First, it is extremely difficult to con-
struct a questionnaire which would be universally applicable to the personnel 

in the EMS, the P. I., and the contractor. Second, limitation on the time 

available for this study prevented . constructing a preliminary questionnaire, 

applying it to a sample from the EMS for a trial, rewriting the questions 
using the results of the trial, and then applying the reworked questionnaire. 

Third, the re la ti vely few personnel in the EMS, as well as the limited number 
of P. I.'s, made it impossible to test a questionnaire on a sample from the 

.. .. -
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EMS and then to follow with a revised questionnaire given to a statistically 

independent group from the EMS. Fourth, new information concerning the EMS 

would require the questionnaire to be frequently revised. Fifth, a previous 

experience with questionnaires indicated that this method of data acquisition 

would not be well received by many of the information sources. 
During the early part of the study program, the preferred method 

of data acquisition was through structured interviews, in which a set of 

standard questions was orally presented and the respondent's answers were 

restrained to the specific question topic. This method was used during the 

first few interviews while .the study team became familiar with the EMS. 

After the interviewers acquired the necessary familiarlty with 

the subject matter, constrained interviews became desirable as a data 

acquisition method. With this method, the interviewer, restrained only by 

the study area, had a great deal of freedan in selecting the specific question_s 

to be asked. Thus, specific questions could be formulated during the course 

of the interview as a result of the interviewer's perception of the subject's 

role in the EMS or in response to the subject's answer to a previous question. 

Using this method, much more information could be obtained from the subject 
in the given time period. 

In a few instances, it was necessary to resort to unstructured 

interviews. Whenever the interviewee exhibited any reluctance, he was 

encouraged to talk freely. Each of these interviews resulted in information 

which proved extremely valuable when analyzed in context with information 
gathered by the other ·methods. 

TASK LEGITIMACY AND TEAJ.~ CREDENTIALS 
After selection of the method of obtaining interview data, equally 

important consideration was given to establishing task legitimacy and team 

credentials and to selecting persons to be interviewed. Since the success or 

failure of this study depended upon the credibility of the information ob-

tained from members of the EMS and of the scientific community, it was 

important that the selection process be carefully planned and executed. 

.. .. . . .. .. 
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Prerequisite to the gathering of credible data, was the acceptance 
by the person interviewed, of the study area and of the study team. Thus, the 

selection process began with the confirmation of the legitimacy of the study 
area and with the establishment of the study team's credentials. Task legitimacy 

and team credentials were conveyed to the person interviewed through presen-
tation of a written statement at the onset of the interview which gave the 

sponsor of the study, the purpose of the study, and the general methodology 
of investigation. (See Figure 2-2.) 

We are conducting a study under the sponsorship of Richard 

Johnston and the direction of the Management Analysis Office imple-

mented under NASA Contract NAS 9-10993. 

The purpose of this study is to recommend improved management 

techniques for the development and deployment of future space 

experiments. 

For this purpose we are tracing (1) the chronology of technical 
events leading to the deployment of the EASEP and ALSEP and (2) the 

evolution of the present management structure integrating space 
experiments into the manned space flight program. 

Dr. Winford E. Holland 

Dr. Bette A. Stead 

Mr~ William Flannery 
Mr. Melvin Friedlander 

483-35 71 

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF TASK LEGITIMACY AND TEAM 
CREDENTIALS PRESENTED TO PERSON INTERVIEWED 

FIGURE 2-2 

SELECTION OF PERSONS TO BE INTERVIEWED 

Actual selection of the persons to be interviewed was done by 

referral. For example, among the first persons to be interviewed was the 

Director of Science and Applications at MSC. In this interview the names 

. - . . .. . . .. 
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of several persons active in the EMS were given. These members, when 

interviewed, in turn referred the interviewer to other meniliers of the 

EMS. 
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A special problem was incurred in contacting and interviewing 

the geographically scattered P. I. 's. Although efforts were made to inter-

view these scientists during their periodic visits to MSC, their compressed 

timetables made it impossible to secure interviews with all of the P. I. 1 s. 
In only one case did a P. I. decline to be .interviewed, and some information 

was even gathered from the refusal conversation. 

DATA HANDLING OF INTERVIEW DATA 

Data handling was done in the following sequence. During the 

course of the interviews, written notes were taken by the interviewers. 

As soon as possible after the conclusion of the interview, the interviewers 
-recorded the contents of the interview. The recorded. interviews were then 

transcribed by typists. The typed transc.ripts were studied for theme con-

tent as well as for information about communication networks, individual 

roles, decision-making processes, ALSEP chronology, etc. 

In some instances, our request for an interview was allowed only 

if no notes would be taken during the interview. During some of the inter-

views, there were also instances when recording segments of the interview 

was not permitted. 

DOCUMENTS 
As indicated previously, four classes of publications were 

reviewed: NASA publications, NASA in-house documents, outside publications, 

and outside private correspondence. NASA publications, including contractor 

reports, were obtained through the MSC information retrieval system. NASA 

in-house documents were offered to members of the study team by individual 

interviewers. Library facilities at MSC and the University of Houston were 

used to review aerospace and scientific journals for ALSEP or EMS information. 

Finally, outside private documents were obtained from private sources. 

... 
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CHAPTER III: ALSEP MANAGEMENT HISTORY 

The development of a concise and accurate history of ALSEP 

management proved to be very difficult. The majority of historical 
information accumulated for this study came from interviews with MSC 
employees who were, at one time or another, involved with ALSEP develop-
ment. This historical information was based on recollections of events and 

activities that occurred as early as 1962. Consequently, there are discrep-
ancies in the interview data. Many of the processes and events related by 

the interviewees were impossible to fit into a detailed chronology of 

significant events. Therefore, two separate histor i cal accounts were pre-
pared: the general narrative account that is found below and the more specific 
chronology of events that is found in Appendix B. 

The historical account that follows is divided into three very 
general sections: 

Section 1 discusses the management planning behind the ALSEP. 

Section 2 recounts the evolution of the organizational structure used 

in early ALSEP management. 
Section 3 briefly discusses the nature of the interface between MSC 

and the P .I. 

SECTION I: EARLY ALSEP MANAGEHENT 

The purposes of thi& section are twofold: (1) to show some of 
the major planning decisions made in the early phases of the ALSEP progr am, 
and (2) to show some of the significant events that seemed to affect the 

general context in which ALSEP decisions were mad e . Since in 1962-1963, MSC 

started to commit substantial resources to a lunar experiments program (that 

would become ALSEP), these years were chosen as the starting point of this 
study. 

EARLY GUIDELINES FOR LUNAR EXPLORATlON 

The earliest definitive MSC work on lunar experiments planning 
done precisely for the Apollo spacecraft missions seems to have been a 

16 
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$194,000 six-months study conducted by Texas Instruments (T.I.) to determine 

experiments and equipment that could be used for exploration of the lunar 

surface. Although there were earlier NASA studies in the form of couunittee 

and task group meetings, it was difficult to find literature specifically 

directed towards ALSEP experimentation prior to the T.I. Study, which was 

initiated in September, 1963 by MSC, primarily through the efforts of the 

Space Enviromnent Division (SED) in E&D. This division was negotiating for 

the payload capacity (weight and space) to be provided in the spacecraft 

for the storing of hand tools, experimental gear, and for the carrying cases . . . 

for the returned rock samples. Specific justification was required for the 

volume of space needed for the scientific experiments not yet spec~fically 

selected that were to be designed by P.I. 's not yet chosen. Some personnel 
at MSC were not sure that the NASA headquarter's Office of Space Science 

(OSS), at that time responsible for experiment selection, would be able to 

meet the required schedules for fue selection of experiments. For this reason, 

funding was made available by E&D to produce the T.I. study, so that SED could 

have this back-up weight and size information in their negotiations for a 

science payload capacity aboard the Apollo spacecraft. 

During the T.I. study, OSS was also involved in efforts to 
determine the most feasible experimentation. On October 8, 1963, in a l e tter 

to MSC Director, Dr. Robert Gilruth, Verne Fryklund of OSS recommended that 

the primary objective for Apollo scientific investigation of the moon was 

the acquisition of comprehensive data about the moon, such as the structure 

of the moon's surface·, gross body properties, large scale measurements of 
physical and chemical characteristics, and observation of phenomena surface . 

These guidelines in the Fryklund Le tter defined an activity to acquire know-

ledge of as large an area of the lunar surface as possible in the limited 

exploration time available. These guidelines incorporated views of the larger 

scientific community as well as those of NASA. 

A NASA group at the Iowa Summer Conference of 1963, the Sonnet 

Committee, also provided a set of guidelines for lunar exploration. 

The combined efforts of the T.I. Study, the Fryklund Letter and 
·the Sonnet Committee produced the following set of objectives, which incor-

.. 
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porated collection of lunar samples and emplacement of the monitoring equip-

ment: 
1. Examination of the physical and geological properties of the 

moon in the area surrounding the Spacecraft 

2. Geological mapping 

3. Investigation of the moon's interior 

4. Studies of the lunar atmosphere 

5. Radio astronomy from the surface 

These guidelines were used, more or less as a point of departure for more 

detailed plans to follow. 
At the beginning of 1964, MSC issued a Request for a P~oposal 

(RFP) to more than 50 firms for contractual studies and recommendations on 

how the lunar surface should be explored. In addition, these studies were 

to define techniques and equipment to be used in the exploration of the 

moon. In March, 1964 MSC received $1,035,000 to fund . the definition (1) of 
band tool development for geological surveys, (2) of long-duration power 

generation equipment, (3) of telemetry and deep space instrumentation for 

unmanned operation on the lunar surface, (4) of suitable cameras and film 

for astronaut operation on lunar surface, (5) of methods for returning samples 
in the Apollo spacecraft, and (6) of geological mapping, and processes for 

obtaining hydrogen, water, and oxygen from indigenous material on the moon. 

In March, 1964, while MSC was studying.the engineering aspects 

of lunar exploration, NASA began organizing scientists to define more speci-

fically the scientific objectives of Apollo. In letters to prominent American 

scientists, Horner E. Newell, Associate Administrator for Space Science and 

Applications, requested proposals for suitable experiments in fields such 

as geology, geoghysics, biology, and atmospheric science in order to insure 

a complete, well-balanced Apollo program in which all potential investigators 

had been given an opportunity to propose experiments. The proposals were to 

be reviewed by subcommittees of NASA's Space Science Steering Committee. 

Experiment definition progressed, and in October 1964, OSSA announced that 

work statements for the development of functional models of initial lunar 

surface prototype equipment would be let in the first quarter of 1965. 

. ...... .. .. - -. . . . .. . . . . 
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In February 1965, nine scientific investigations for the first 
manned Apollo lunar landing mission were recommended. In May 1965, the 

lunar surface experiments were firmly defined into the ALSEP package. Of 

these nine investigations, six would be integrated into a single package with 

a common power unit and data system to save weight. This integral package 

would measure active and passive seismisity, thermal balance, gravitational 
and magnetic field strength, and atmospheric composition. The remaining in-

vestigations involved the return of a variety of lunar surface samples to be 

carried out on a geological traverse. 

NASA attempted to obtain a sense of direction from the scientific 
community in the conduct of the manned space program by sponsoring a summer 

conference on Lunar Exploration at Falmouth, Massacbusettes in July 1965. 
The Falmouth Conference's criteria were used extensively in ALSEP planning and 

subsequently endorsed seven ALSEP investigations which were announced in 
February 1966: 

1. Passive Lunar Seismic Experiment 
2. Lunar Tri-axis Magnetometer 
3. Medium Energy Solar Wind 

4. Suprathermal Ion Detector 
5. Lunar Heat Flow 

6. Low Energy Solar Wind 

7. Active Lunar Seismic Experiment 

One notable experiment missing from this list was the Cold Cathode Gauge 

Experiment which was later integrated into the Suprathermal Detector. 

FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE ALSEP 

In response to an RFP in May 1965, three companies (TRW, Bendix, 

and Space General) were selected to carry out Phase I of a two- phase pro-
curement for the ALSEP hardware. Phase I was to consist of a six-month 

feasibility study in which the three companies would compete for the best plan 
for developing the ALSEP hardware. Phase II was to consist of the actual 

development by one of these three companies. The procurement plan was sub-

mitted on May 12, 1965 and contract completion of Phase I was scheduled for 

February 21, 1966. Bendix was selected as the prime contractor and began 

. -



initiation of the Phase II work in March, 1966~ During 1966 and 1967, 

sub-contractors were chosen, and the actual hardware development was 

initiated. 
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To obtain scientific guidance for the MSC effort, another sunnner 

conference on lunar science was held· in Santa Cruz, California; in July, 

1967. 

THE DEPLOYMENT OF THE EASEP AND THE ALSEP 
In January, 1967, as a result of the tragic fire in Apollo 204, 

all aspects of the Apollo program and the accompanying experiments package 

were carefully re-examined. Although there was no direct correlation be-

tween the Apollo 204 fire and the elimination of the ALSEP for Apollo 11, 
there was a resulting mood of conservatism that focused concern on a success-

ful lunar landing and astronaut return and decreased emphasis on the lunar 

surface activity and the ALSEP deployment. Consequently, a major decision was 

made to minimize mission failure probability by reducing significantly Apollo 

ll's science payload and by eliminating the ALSEP. This decision was partially 
based on the uncertainties associated with man's mobility on the lunar surface. 

However, since the ALSEP hardware development was already under way, the P.1. 's 
wanted to put the ALSEP aboard Apollo 11 in the hope that it could be deployed. 

Rather than launch Apollo 11 without a science payload, a smaller, 
less complicated experiments package .was developed-in time for the launch. 

The prime ingredients of this new Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package 

(EASEP) were a Laser ranging retro-reflector and a passive seismometer. 

This simplified package contained no radioisotope thermal electric generator 

but instead, used solar cells for its prime power source, which limited its 
operation to one lunar day as opposed to the one calendar year operation of 
ALSEP. 

ALSEP. 
In 1969, Apollo 12 was the first mission to deploy a complete 

With the Apollo 11 and 12 successes, the science community pressured 

to increase the scope of scientific experiments. After Apollo 12, MSC 

could focus on lunar activity again, since astronaut mobility on the lunar 
surface had been demonstrated. 
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At the beginning of 1970, four missions and two years were 

added to the Apollo program. The decision was based primarily on limited 

annual funds. The additional four missions and the increased time between 

launches satisfied scientists, who. had litt.1£ time between flights to 

analyze data and to improve experiments . 

. MAJOR ISSUES IN THE EARLY HISTORY 

OF ALSEP MANAGEMENT .DEVELOPMENT 
A content analysis of the major decisions affecting the ALSEP 

development suggests three major tendencies: 
1. The planning for lunar science experimentation followed ·the 

Flanning and development of the Apollo spacecraft. Science 

was not initially an integral part of the Apollo program. 

2. MSC and NASA made several attempts to bring the science community 

into the experiment planning process . The ·success of these 

attempts has been questioned by many. 
3. The early planning phases of the ALSEP program were characterized 

by the need to limit some of the science objectives because of 

schedule, operations, and budget constraints. When the science 

community seemed to be expecting more emphasis on experimentation, 

the above constraints tended to decrease. many of the opportunities 
for further elaboration of the experiments program. 

SECTION 2: EVOLUTION OF ALSEP 

MANAGEMENT DEVELOP~lENT 

The purpose of this section is to recount the ·evolution of the 
organizational structure that became the ALSEP EMS. The basis of the current 

ALSEP IDfS was formed in 1962. 

It was the Space Environment Division (SED) in E&D that was 

first concerned with experiments in the Apollo Program. The Director of E&D, 
.. . .. 

seeing the need for converting scientific knowledge about space into engineering 

knowledge applicable to spacecraft design, staffed a newly formed SED with a 

dozen people, mostly engineers but some science graduates. This division was 
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divided into four functional specialty areas: meteroids, solar radiation, 

optics, and mapping. 
Program control of 0{periments on the Gemini in 1963 was under 

the direction of the Gemini Experiments Office, responsible for a total of 

19 experiments, half of which were photographic~ 
In October 1965, there was a major reorganization. Personnel 

from the Gemini Experiments Office and from SED were combined to form the 

Experiments Project Office, (EXPO) within E&D (see Figure 3-1). The office 
was divided into four functional branches and a Gemini project branch. 

During the years 1965 through 1966, pressure increased within EXPO for more 

project orientation and less functional orientation, so that a project like 

ALSEP could become visible. 
At the end of 1966, EXPO was moved from E&D to form the basis 

of a new organization--the Science and Applications Directorate (S&AD) 
(see Figure 3-2). S&AD was to be responsible for the complete experiments 

package, from liaison with the scientists to the acquisition of hardware . 
The Director of S&AD was responsible to the ASPO manager for the develop-
ment of a scientific payload consistent with program office specifications. 
The new directorate incorporated a Lunar Surface Project Office (LSPO) whose 

manager reported directly to the head of S&AD. LSPO, in turn, consisted of 
two sub-offices, the Lunar Surface Experiments Office and the Lunar Surface 

Systems Office. This was the basic organizational arrangement through the 

end of the Apollo 11 mission, except for an expansion of LSPO to four 

offices (see Figure 3-3). 

After the Apollo 11 mission, emphasis began to shift to science 
as the prime priority. An orbital science pavload for Apollo was approved 
requiring additional S&AD manpower to implement the development program. 

However, it was difficult for S&AD to obtain support and manpower from the 

other functional directorates to carry out both the surface and the orbital 

hardware development. The eventual method of obtaining more manpower support 

for both ALSEP and orbital experiments management was to move the hardware 

responsibility and the personnel responsible for the hardware development to 
E&D (see Figure 3-4). In the transfer, E&D had prime responsibility for the 

ALSEP contractors and for the hardware and its procurement; S&AD retained 
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the prime responsibility for contact with the P.I. 's and for translating 

P.I. science requirements into specifications that were usable within 

MSC. 
ASPO initially concerned itself with program control aspects 

(such as budgets and schedules). The bulk of the actual supervision of 
lunar experiments development was being done in LSPO / S&AD. However, after 

the separation of ALSEP management into two organizational units in two 
different directorates, an Experiments and GFE Office was formed in ASPO with 

the charter to assume the program control function for ALSE~. This charter 
was implemented in what were called the McDivitt Letters (see Appendix C.), 

which defined the formal work areas and authority for E&D's Lunar Surface 

Project Office and for S&AD's Lunar Missions Offic~, as well as for ASPO's 
Experiments and GFE Office. 

While the mainstream of the ALSEP EMS was developing in S&AD 
and E&D, ancillary organizations were also evolving. Figure 3- 5 shows the 
MSC-wide development of management units directly concerned with the ALSEP. 
Substantial organizational units came into being in both FOD and FCOD. 

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE EVOLUTION OF 

ALSEP :MANAGEHENT STRUCTURE 

The study of the evolution of MSC organization concerned with 
ALSEP suggests four major tendencies: 

1. ALSEP management units became more numerous and more diverse 

as the ALSEP project matured. Organizational units that dealt 
with ALSEP became more internally differentiated, partitioning 
themselves into small, specialized subunits. 

2. Mo~t organizational units tended toward a project-oriented 

structure rather than toward a functionally-oriented structure. 
3. As the number of ALSEP organizational units became larger and 

as more functional directorates became involved, overall control 
of the ALSEF project became more cnmplex and more difficult. 

4. As ALSEP management became more complex, the pressure for creation 

of a control function that could operate across functional directorate 
lines became stronger. 

.. .. , - .... . - . , 
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SECTION 3: THE INTERFACE BETWEEN 

MSC AND PRE-APOLLO P. I. 'S 

The purpose of this section is to discuss some of the early 

interfaces between MSC and various pre-Apollo P. I. 's, since the later 

interface between MSC and Apollo P. I. 's was undoubtedly affected. 
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From the beginning of the attempts to link manned space flight 

with scientific experiments, both MSC personnel and P. I. 's had to learn 

about each other's role in the experiments program. For example, the P. I. 

had a limited concept of the crew's training and mission constraints and of 

the equipment's construction and testing. On the other hand, MSC personnel 

had a limited idea of an experiment: "the whole sequence of experiment 

handling in Gemini seems to have assumed that an experiment was, by its 

inherent nature an entity with fixed scientific parameters whose nature was 
clearly understood by its designer and would be immediately comprehensible 

to the engineers working on the spacecraft and mission". (Mavrinac, 1968). 

The problem was not helped by NASA's scheduling of MSC experi-

ments. During Gemini, the Manned Space Flight Experiments Board (MSFEB) 

assigned spedfic experiments to specific mis sions, leaving little flexibility 

for changes in terms of 01erall mission constraints. In the early days of 

Gemini, the process of fitting the experiment into the mission (a specific 
experiment to a specific mission) provided little contingency planning and 

little flexibility in terms of overall mission constraints. Furthermore, 

the scientific review . panels at NASA Headquarters could not fully appreciate 

the complexity of missions or of crew constraints. 

In the early days of Gemini, the P. I. had to deal with a con-

siderable amount of paperwork. He had to complete his exp eriment one year 

before the scheduled launch date. There were difficulties in actually in-
tegrating the P. I.' s experiment into the mlssiort. In the case of the Depart-

ment of Defense (DOD) experiments carried aboard Gemini, there were on-site 

representatives who were "acting P. I. 's". It was possible to make changes 

in the relationship of the experiment to the mission by a simple face-to-face 
discussion between the DOD "acting P. I.won-site and the MSC managers. 

Relations with P. I.'s from the outside scientific community were much more 
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difficult. MSC tried to overcome this communication gap during Gemini with 

a corps of "experiment monitors" .. These monitors were young men with some 

scientific training who helped in communcations between the center and non-

DOD experimenters. In practice, how:ever, the P. L's found the monitors to 

be very inexperienced in the MSC system, to have little authority, and to 

have little scientific training. 
There were also a number of unfortunate episodes which caused 

what was seen as a cleavage in the relationship between the P. I. and MSC. 

For example, during the frog egg experiment on the first manned Gemini flight, 

an astronaut broke the handle on the experiment and the experiment failed. 

Initial publicity of this incident faulted the astronaut; later publicity 

faulted the .experimental equipment. 

As Gemini progressed, however, the cleavage seemed to decrease. 

EXPO b~gan to hold press conferences before the launch in which all P. I. 's 

were present to answer any of the reporters' questions. EXPO also began to 

hold monthly meetings with all Gemini experimenters. A Flight Readiness 
Review of experiments was conducted before the major flight readiness review 

at Cape Kennedy. This brought together experimenters, government personnel, 

and contractors for a thorough evaluation of the condition of experiments. 
MSC apparently became aware of a strong sense of responsibility for the 

success of each experiment. Experiments became s ystemic components of the 
missions rather than "piggy-backed science". 
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MAJOR ISSUES FROM THE HISTORY OF THE 
INTERFACE BEHIBEN MSC AND PRE-APOLLO P . I . 'S 

-The study of prior communications interface suggests four 
major tendencies: 

1. Neither P. I. 's nor MSC personnel seemed able to effectively 
interface at the start of the program; the interface, seemed 
to become more effective as the science project matured. 

2. Communications interface was facilitated when frequent face-
to-face interaction occurred between MSC and the P. I. 's. 

3. An effective communication interface required participants 
who had authority, knowledge of the work flow in experiments 
management, and scientific knowledge. 

4. Individual events were frequently perceived differently by the 
P. I. 1 s and MSC personnel. Such significant events, when left 
surrounded by an absence of information, served as catalysts 
for polarization cf the parties involved. 
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CHAPTER IV: THE ALSEP MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TODAY 

The management of ALSEP is a major operation involving ten major 

organizational units, dozens of sub-organizations, and several hundred people 

in NASA, industry and universities. This management operation is still 

evolving -- personnel are changing, constraints (such as the budget) are 

still sh if ting, organizational policies and procedures are changing. In 

short, the working groups concerned with ALSEP comprise a dynamic, viable 

management system. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the ALSEP management 

system. The description is divided into four sections: 

Section 1 generally defines what we mean by the ALSEP Experiments 
Management System (EMS) and previews the work flow associa-

ted with experiments management 

Section 2 discusses the work done by the EMS 

Section 3 briefly describes the organizational units within the EMS 

and their interrelationships 

Section 4 is built around an organizational model that depicts the 
entire EMS and its work flow. 

SECTION 1: THE DEFINITION OF THE ALSEP EMS 

The ALSEP EMS is defined as those organizational uni ts within 

MSC that are directly concerned with the development, deployment, and operation 

of the ALSEP. Figure 4-1 shows the ALSEP EMS, its constituent MSC organiza-

tional units, and the five major groups that compos e its immediate environ-

ment (the P. I.'s, the scientific community, the remainder of MSC, NASA 

Headquarters, and contractors). 

The process of experiments management as seen by the authors 

begins before MSC involvement and ends after MSC involvement (Figure 4-2). 

For the purpose of sys tern definition, the work flow associated with experi-

ments is seen to begin with the scientific conceptualization of the 

experiment and to end only when the experiment and its results have been 

evaluated by the scientific community. (The authors realize that in some 
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instances, especially during ALSEP's early phases, MSC was directly involved 

in experiment conceptualization). The start and stop points for the experi-

ment are not easily definable. For example, the scientist may not be able 

to pinpoint when he first visualized the experiment; nor when his experiment ' 

is judged successful or unsuccessful (to properly assess the experiment 

might require a synthesis of the literature prompted by the experiment 

over a ten-year period). The point is that t11e experiment's life cycle '..!S 12ally 

begins and ends outside of MSC control; the ALSEP EMS can only provide mid-

stream management. -, 
----,, 

Figure 4-3 shows a summary of EMS involvement in the experiment 

life cycle. (A more detailed description of each organizational unit's 

duties and responsibilities will be presented in later sections). There 
appear to be seven major phases in the experiments life cycle. Not all the 

phases can be clearly defined: some phases overlap; others are iterations 

of the preceding phase. A brief explanation of each of the phases in the 

experiment life-cycle follows: 

1. Experiment Definition During this phase the experiment is 

conceptualized for the first time by the scientist. This first phase includes 

the fonnulation of the theoretical base, the relevant hypotheses, the research 

environment, the data collecting mechanisms, the research design (including 

the statistical and mathematical methods to be employed), and the expected 

results. The final product of this phase is the scientist's formal proposal 
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2. Experiment Design -- This phase may be viewed as successive iter-

ations of the first phase, with each iteration incorporating more information 

about the technology necessary to operationalize the experiment. During 

this phase a complete description of the experiment's science .goals is pro-
duced, including a specific list of the technical specifications that must 

be met to reach those goals. 

3. Development -- This phase of the life cycle contains the efforts 

necessary to design, construct, and test the hardware and software that 
meets the required technical specifications established previously. 

4. Production - - This phase begins with construction and testing of 

the actual hardware and software that will be used and ends when the data 

collecting mechanisms are in the experimental environment on the lunar 
surface and ready to operate. 

5. Operation -- This phase of the experiment begins when data 
production starts and ends when data retrieval is complete. 

6. Data Analysis -- During this phase of the life cycle the experimental 
data are subjected to statistical tests and mathc;.u.:ltical analysis specified 

by the research design. This phase begins with the acquisition of data and 

ends with the final evaluation of experime?tal r esults. 

7. Evalua tion -- This phase starts with the comparison of actual 

with expected data, the generation of rationales fpr the actual data, and a 

preliminary publication. NASA's involvement ends with a final scientific 

report one year after the agency's acceptance of the data. This last phase 

of the life cycle may continue for many years as the data and findings are 

re - examined, are compared with existing theories, a nd a re us ed to illuminate 

phenomena in contiguous scientific fields. 

The brief morphology just presented does not include mutually 

exclusive phases. For example, data analysis and evaluation begin as soon 
as experimental data are available and may . continue .. thr.oughout the entire 

operation phase. 
The matching of life cycle phase with a particular MSC directorate 

(as shown in Figure 4-3) is also a difficult task. For example, several P. I. 's 

had multiple contacts both with the EHS and with NASA Headquarters before they 

wrote their formal proposal (the chart suggests that EMS involvement always 

begins some time after the scientist writes his proposal). 
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SECTION 2: THE WORK OF THE ALSEP EMS 
The purpose of this section is to describe in more detail the 

work that is associated with the ALSEP EMS. The discussion of ALSEP work 

flow is divided into three parts. Part one describes the experiment se-

lection process (which is not under the direct control of the EMS). Part 

two describes the subsequent ALSEP development and production workflow which 

is directly controlled by the EMS. Part three briefly describes the EMS 

role during experiment operation. 

EXPERIMENT SELECTION 
The selection of experiments for ALSEP is a process in.which 

NASA Headquarters held the primary management responsibility although MSC 

was very much involved. The process itself cannot be described with clarity: 

for it has slowly evolved, without showing a consistent ordering. The ALSEP ' 

experiment selection process can best be understood after a brief ·review of 
earlier selection processes. 

The process of experiment selt!ct:i.011 began with the Mercury 
Program. However, there w~re only a few scientific experiments, selected by 
a Flight Selection Board at MSC and developed by the Flight Crew Support 
Division. (The Space Environment Division was already in existence but was 
not yet concerned with flying experiments.) 

During the Gemini program, experiments were selected by the 

following process: 
1. A Panel on Inflight Scientific Experiments (POISE) was formed by 

NASA in May, 1963. POISE recommended 12 of 100 experimental proposals re-

ceived to the Steering Committee of OSSA. Seven more were later recommended 

for a total of 19. Of these, 17 were a~tually carried, half of which were 

photographic. 
2. Proposals were then reviewed by th2 Manned Space Flight Experiments 

Board (MSFEB), which included representatives from OSSA, MSC and other 

NASA centers. 
3. Concurrently, MSC solicited definitive proposals from the scientific 

community and from the Department of Defense (DOD) through the Gemini 

Experiments Office. These proposals were transmitted to the MSFEB. 
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4. The MSFEB made the final decision on all the experiments for the 

Gemini but requested detailed feasibility information from the MSC Experi-

ments Review Panel headed by the Director of E&D. 

5. The proposals processed at MSC in this manner were 'cleared through 

FOD, FCOD, and McDonnell Aircraft in collaboration with the P, I. The 

subsequent information was transmitted to the MSC Experiments Review Panel 
with feasibility recorrnnendations and with a schedule of mission assignments. 

This plan appears to have been the forerunner of the current 

experiments selection process, because a number of its features were incor-

porated in present procedures. At present the MSFEB still makes the formal 

decision, aided by scientific review panels and by system feedbac~ from 

MSC. The major problem during Gemini was inexperience with a new process. 

When the people gained experience with the new process, it seemed to work 

satisfactorily. 

The present process for experiment selection has evolved to that 

shown in Figure 4-4. The process apparently begins with the definition of 

the science objectives that seem to be feasible within the fr~mewcrk of the 

manned spaceflight mission~ These objectives are set at joint conferences 

between scientists and NASA representatives. The objectives that are actually 

set are strongly influenced by the conference participants and by their 

work in preparation for the conference. 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
From these general science objectives and from a general 

knowledge of the capabilities of the manned mission, invitations for pro-

posals, Announcements of Flight Opportunities (AFO's), are prepared by mem-
bers of the EMS and NASA headquarters with advice from Space Science and 

Application Steering Committee (SSASC), The fonnal preparation of the AFO 

is the responsibility of the Surface Experiments Office (MAL), a division of 

the Apollo Program Office at NASA Headquarters, 
AFO's are distributed to members of the science community, who 

are invited to participate in a flight opportunity by responding with a re-

quest for more specific information. This request is answered by HAL with 
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a more specific Request for a Proposal (RFP) that has been affectionately 

named a "Dear Colleague Letter." In response to this RFP, individual 

scientists submit proposals for experiments. 

RECEIPT OF PROPOSALS 
The collected proposals from the scientific community are 

received at NASA Headquarters and at MSC and are initially screened by 

MAL in cooperation with representatives of the ALSEP EMS. This initial 

screening is designed to remove those proposals that are not addressed to 

the specific objectives established in the AFO or that are not feasible to 

support from a budget or technology point of view. 

REVIEW AND SELECTION OF PROPOSALS 
The screened proposals are then reviewed by space science 

advisory committees fanned by OSSA. The sub-corrunittees categorize the 
proposals from the standpoint of scientific merit, competence of the 

investigator, reputation arnl interest of investig<ltors and institutions, 8.nd 

scientific adequacy of apparatus proposed. The proposals are then grouped 

in tenns of their value to the space science programs into the following 

categories: 

1. Category I is recommended for immediate £.light 

2. Category II is recorrunended for flight at a lower priority than 

Category I 

3. Category III is scientifically sound but requires further develop-

ment which should be funded and reconsidered at a later time 

4. Category IV is rejected for particular mission under consideration, 

After the proposals are cat~gorized, the P. I. 's are notified of 

the status of their proposals. All of the proposals that have been designated 

category I are then reviewed by MAL (with ALSEP EMS participation) to deter-

mine which set of proposals should be further developed (given the availability 

of funds, flights, technology required, etc.), The selected proposals are 

then submitted to the OSSA Steering Committee, in which clearance for 

further experiment development is given. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSALS 
At this point the ALSEP EMS is conunissioned to prepare an 

Experiments Implementation Plan (EIP), which is supervised by the MSC 
Lunar Missions Office in collaboration with the P, I. and with other 
elements of the EMS. The EIP defines (1) the purposes of the experiment, 
(2) the general nature of the required hardware and software, (3) the 

time lines for complete development of the experiment, (4) the experi-
ment 1 s data requirements, (5) the instrumentation interface with the 

spacecraft, (6) the special requirements (such as shielding)~ and (7) 
the operational requirements (such as the number of hours of anticipated · 

preflight training), 
The completed EIP's are reviewed by MAL and are submitted to 

OMSF for executive approval. The approved EIP's are presented to the 
MSFEB for final, formal approval, MSC is then authorized through the Apollo 

Program Office to implement the approved experiments. It is at this time 

that the ALSEP EMS assumes primary responsibility for experiment development. 

From this brief description of th.;o ma ture experiments selection 
process for ALSEP two important observations can be made: 

1. The process is both lengthy and cumbersome, involving different 
elements from different organizations. 

2. MSC, through the EMS, is heavily involved _ in the experiment 
selection process, since they participate in experiment screening 

and are the prime developers of the EIP's. 

EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe the work 

associated with the development and production of the experiment hardware 
and software. No attempt will be made to show the particular organizational 

unit that is responsible for the various aspects of the workflow. 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 
The hardware development and production cycle formally begins 

after the EIP for the particular experiment has been approved by the MSFEB. 

1be product of this phase is several units of experiment equipment tested 

and approved for operation in the lunar environment. 
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A typical hardware development / production cycle of an element of 

the ALSEP is shown in Figure 4-.'ii. The developmental work flow is normally 

divided into two phases: Phase I, a study and definition phase; and Phase 

II, a hardware ·development phase. 

Study and Definition Phase 

The work to develop an ALSEP begins with the submission of a 

Phase I Procurement Plan to NASA Headquarters, which is reviewed by a Source 

Evaluation Board (SEB) appointed for the particular project subsequerit to 

issuing an RFP to potential contractors. The SEB reviews the proposals re-

ceived from potential contractors and selects the Phase I contractor. After 

formal contract negotiations end, the Phase I study may take from three to 

six months. The total time from procurement approval to Phase I contract 
completion may be seven to ten months. 

The Phase I study includes the determination of the operating 

envelope, the power and cooling requirements, and the recommendation of the 

most feasible design approach. The contractor is aided during this period 

by information from the EMS . and by close contact with the P. I. 

Hardware Development 

Selection of the Phase II contractor and subsequent negotiations 

require one month before the actual hardware development begins. The Phase 

II contractor initiates his work by defining the hardware parameters, which 

are evaluated and approved by a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) shortly after 

contract sign off. The contractor then begins fabrication of the first units 

of the experiment equipment. These early units, called bread board or 

engineering models, have characteristics similar to the proposed final hard-

ware, but they may be different in size, structure, and actual component 

design in the interests of test requirements and expediency. At the comple-
tion of these units (about three to five months after sign off) the first 
series of tests is initiated. These developmental tests are made to provide 

assurance that there are no major design deficiencies and that full operational 

and environmental testing can be successfully ac_complished. These tests are 

sometimes continued until the engineering models fail. 
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FIGURE 4-5: TYPICAL WORK FLOW FOR ALSEP HARDWA!IB 
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During the development testing, the prototype model of the 
experiment equipment is being cbnstructed. Upon completion of the develop-

ment testing, the prototype is modified to remedy any of the problems en-
countered in previous tests. Prototype testing is accomplished to verify 
equipment design and to assure its readiness for qualification, and to 

exercise test procedures and NASA contractor test team relationships for 
insurance of successful qualification. Both environmental and functional 

tests are conducted: 
1. Environmental tests subject the prototype to selected space 

vehicle environments at the level planned for qualification and 

include tests for electromagnetic interference, vibration, thermal 

vacuum with solar simulation, and magnetic cleanliness. 

2. Functional tests exercise the prototype system in all commands and 

in all operational modes. 
.. 

A Critical Design Review (CDR) is held about the time of prototype 

completion (or about 6 months after contract sign- off). Criteria for the 

hardware are frozen after initial field testing is con<lucteJ. The CDR pro-
vides an extens ive review' of previous testing, and of the documentation of 

plans antl procedures and for the fabrication and use of the flight models . 
The next model to be fabricated is the qualification model, 

identical in every respect to the flight unit; however, it will not be flown. 

Just prior to qualification testing, a Qualification Te s t Readiness Review 

(QTRR) is conducted with the contractor to provide a decision either to pro-
ceed with testing or to determine what other action should be taken. 

The qualification tests are the first tests that require formal 

government approva l. The se tests qualify (or approve) the final flight unit 

design by subjecting the equipment to operational and environmental conditions 

in order to assure a useable product. Qualification testing is followed by a 

failure review meeting to determine any final hardware changes. The produc-

tion of the flight units is then completed, and acceptance tests are run to 

verify the construction integrity of each flight unit. 

About three months prior to the mission, the equipment is shipped 

to the launch site where it receives a cursory inspection before it is in-

stalled in the Lunar Hodule of the Apollo Spacecraft. The ALSEP is not checked 

again until its deployment on the lunar surface. 
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During this entire process of hardware definition, development, 

and production, there is close interaction between the EMS, the contractor 

and the P. I. Representatives of all three parties are present at all of 

the design reviews and at all of the critical tests. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 
These integral parts of the ALSEP work flow involved several 

organizational units in the EMS. 

Training 

The development of a training program for the operation of 

ALSEP equipment formally begins with the approval of an experiment and its 

EIP. Although the Missions Operations Branch (MOB) in FCOD has the prime 

training responsibility, strong technical support comes from both the P. I. 

and the contractor. 
Contractor assistance in crew training is contractually required 

from the time of delivery of the first ALSEP training simulator: 
1. There are frequent discussions between the ALSEP contractor and 

the astronaut team (flight crew, back - up crew, and assigned 

scientist-astronaut) during the design and development of the 

ALSEP. 
2. The contractor trains the EMS personnel who are directly responsible 

for crew training for each mission by delivering two basic training 

programs: an initial six-hour course, given three times; and a 

twenty-six hour training course given six times. 

The ALSEP EMS provides a training program to develop the astronaut 

team's science experience and knowledge so that they can successfully deploy 

and initiate the ALSEP on the lunar surface. This training is provided in 

six phases: 

1. ~xperime nts Briefing. · -- a series of P. I. briefings to familiarize 

the astronaut team with the purpose, constraints, and desired re-

sults of the various experiments (conducted approximately 11 months 

prior to launch); 
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2, Hardware Familiarization. -- a series of briefings and practice 

sessions (shirt -sleeve and suited) in the deployment and initiation/ 

operation of the ALSEP equipment (conducted eleven to eight months 
prior to launch) ;. 

3, One-sixth G Training. -- a series of practice deployment/initiation 

sessions in partial gravity simulators (conducted nine to seven 

months prior to launch); 

4. EVA Walk Through. -- a series of one G exercises (shirt"sleeve and 

suited) to practice ALSEP deployment/initiation wheri utilizing 

training hardware and simulated lunar surface areas (conducted seven 

to one month prior to launch); 
5. EVA Simulation. -- a full lunar simulation. of the entire EVA in-. 

eluding deployment/initiation of the ALSEP (conducted two months prior 

to launch); 

6. EVA Plannin_g_. a series of study sessions in which alternative 

ALSEP deployment sites and contingencies are discussed by the astro-
naut team and EHS personnel (conducted !line to one month prior tci 

launch ) . 

Documentation 

The documentation produced by the ALSEP EMS and its immediate 

environment can be divided into two categories: documentation that crosses 

EMS boundaries and documentation that stays within the EMS. 

External Documentation 

1. EMS documentation. the EMS produces several major documents that 

are exported to other management systems: the Mission Science Re-

quirements Document (MSRD) that describes the science objectives and 

objectives and specifications of the various experiments; the Mission 

Rules Document that details instructions for experiment operation; 

and the Console Procedures Document that gives detailed instructions 

for carrying out mission rules and requirements. 

2.. Contractor Documentation. -- the hardware contractors are required 

to provide three types of documents to the EHS ~ functional plans 

such as end item specifications, engineering plans, test plans, 
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configuration management plans, and facility plans; management 

documents such as management plans, PERT and companion cost plans, 

documentation plans; and ALSEP component documents such as system 

assembly drawings, bills of materials, and photographic documentation. 

3. P. I. Documentation. -- The P. I. is contractually required to pro-
vide preliminary and final documentation of his findings from the 

experimental data. (The preliminary analysis is required within the 

first 90 days of experiment operation.) 

Internal Documentation 
Although organizational units within the EMS produce various 

documents that are used inside the system, there seem to be no homogeneous 

documentation requirements. Each organizational unit within the EMS has its 

documentation requirements based on its directorate's needs and on the infor-

mation demands of the other EMS uni ts. Once the expe"riment development 

reaches the Critical Design Review stage, however, system wide documentation 

of har<l;,,rnre and software is required b:,• the procedures of configuration 

management. 

Software 

After the experiment is formally approved and the science specifications 

of the experiment have been defined, formal definition of software is initiated 

(although definition may already be well under way). The ALSEP requires ex-

tensive software in order to provide the command and data monitoring capability 

needed for the ALSEP. Basic decisions concern the number of telemetry channels 

needed, the computer capacity and programs required, the number of consoles 

needed in real-time support, the type of real~time data read-out needed, as well 

as the type of processing needed before experimental data is ready for analysis. 

TECHNICAL CHANGES 

Change requests in software or hardware configuration are normally 

made by the experiment manager, by P. I.' s, or by R&QA personnel. The 

decision flow process is shown in Figure 4-6. 
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CCBD Issued 

The change request is formally initiated by a Request for 

Engineering Change Proposal ( RECP ) , which is presented to the Change Control 

Panel (CCP) chaired by the Manager for Experiments and GFE in ASPO. The CCP 

can either approve, reject, or refer the RECP to the MSC Chan ge Control Board 

(CCB) chaired by the head of ASPO. The MSC CCB can, in turn, refer the RECP 

to the NASA Headquarters CCB, chaired by the Apollo Program Manager in the 

APO. When rendering a decision on a RECP, the CCP or CCB considers the 
following: 

1. the effect of the-~proposed ch ange on the other directorates area 

of responsibility and their programs, 

2 • . the funding required to make the change, 

3. the effect of the proposed change on scheduling. 

If the CCP or CCB approves the requested change, a Ch ange Control 

Board Directive (CCBD) authorizes the contract changes or new contracts re-

quired to accomplish the approved change. 

Change requests which are directly related to scientific 

measurements or to collection techniques normally require approval of the 

S&AD Science Working Panel (S WP ) prior to submission of a RECP. Either the 

P. I. or the P. I. representatives in the Lunar Orbital and Surface Experiments 

Office in S&AD can bring a change request before the SWP at their monthly meeting 

If the change is approved, the RECP is prepared by S&AD; in many cases no 
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assistance is requested from the contractors. 

RECP 's written by exp·eriments managers in the Lunar Surface 

Project Office in E&D require approval from the office manager. This intra-

office approval process frequently requires a formal presentation that is 

similar to the one being planned for the CCP. Preparation for presentations 

to the local office or to a CCP / CCB requires a considerable amount of time 

and energy as attention is paid to the content of the RECP as well as to the 

quality of the presentation. 

There is an informal method of working a change ·request called a 

"walk-through", which is usually employed when change approval is needed 

quickly. The person initiating the RECP can hand carry his request to all 

concerned, including the Manager for Experiments arid GFE, whose approval 

allows the CCBD to be issued. Although the "walk-through" is a frequently 

used, · time-saving and acceptable method of affecting a change, there are 

some organizational units that discourage its use. 
From this brief description of the work involved in the ALSEP EMS, 

three important observations can be made: 
1. The work in the EMS is extremely diverse, requiring a wide range 

of technical and managerial skills. 
2. Much of the work of EMS calls for longer lead times than can be 

provided by the formal system; therefore, it is not unusual for work 

to begin on ALSEP expe riments long before formal experiment approval. 

3. The operation of the EMS requires continuous integ ration into other 
MSC managerial systems, and the ALSEP itself requires extensive 

technical integration into existing MSC systems. 

EXPERI~IBNT INITIATION AND OPERATION 
Once the experimental hardware has been deployed on the lunar 

surface, its operation is initiated by the combined efforts of the astronauts 

and ground control. The function of the EMS personnel during the period of 

experiment initiation is largely one of general supervision, since the mission 

rules and console procedures have been previously established. 
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Experiment Initiation 

During the first few· hours of the experiment operation, the P • . I. 

for the experiment is present for real-time consultation in the science support 

room. This room has direct communication with mission control and has facil-

ities for real-time monitoring of the data being transmitted from the ALSEP. 

The EMS is also involved in real-time changes of the experiment. 
For example, a P. I. might request that his experiment be operated at a 

particular time period to make some special observation. The EMS would be 

involved in the preparation for the monitoring period, in the scheduling of 

needed resources, etc. 

Experiment Operation 

During the remainder of the experiment, data are acquired, reduced, 
and shipped to the P. I., who continues his mathematical and statistical 

analysis. Thus, while the experiment is still in operation, the EMS is 
involved in the preparation and distribution of technical reports concen1ing 

the operation and preliminary results of the experiment. 

SECTION 3: THE ORGA.~IZATIONAL UNITS INVOLVED IN EXPERIMENTS MANAGEMENT 

This section briefly describes (1) the individual MSC organizational 
units that have been previously defined as the ALSEP EMS, and (2) the non-MSC 

organizations and individuals involved in ALSEP experiments management. 

ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS WITHIN THE ALSEP EMS 

The MSC organizational units within the ALSEP EMS are listed below: 

1. Apollo Spacecraft Program Office 

2. Experiments System Branch in FOD 

3. Lunar Missions Office in S&AD 

4. Missions Operation Branch in FCOD 

5. Lunar Surface Project Office in E&D 

6. Reliability and Quality Control 

7. Space Science Procurement Branch 
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Apollo Spacecraft Program Office (ASPO) 

The ASPO Manager for Experiments and GFE has the overall project 

responsibility for AI.SEP. ASPO units that deal with ALSEP management are as 

follows: 

1. The Experiments and GFE Project Engineering Office, 

2. The Systems Engineering Division, 

3. The Program Control Division. 

ASPO's AI.SEP responsibilities are as follows: 

1 • . Program control for scientific experiments, 

2. Contract administration, 

3. Budget approval, 

4. Definition of milestones and activities, 

5. Formal interface with OMSF (except for the MSC Director). 

Lunar Surface Project Office (LSPO/E&D) 

The LSPO Manager has three offices that deal with ALSEP management: 

1. The Luuar Surface Experiments Office, ~·:rhic:h is responsible for hRrd-

ware development, 

2. The Lunar Surface System Office which integrates the developed hard-

ware into the ALSEP central station, 

3. The Lunar Surface Project Integration Office which integrates the 

assembled ALSEP into the Apollo spacecraft. 

LSPO 's ALSEP responsibilities are as follows: 

1. for design, development, testing and delivery of experimental 
hardware (including spacecraft compatability with experimental 
equipment), 

2. for software support to S&AD, 

3. for notification to S&AD of all applicable reviews and interface 
activities, 

4. for the interface with the P. I. during the technical implementation 
of experiments, 

5. for the support equipment availability and support for crew training. 
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The present role of the LSPO Manager requires his office to 

maintain control over all contractors producing ALSEP equipment. The LSPO 

Manager operates under what he calls "charge authority". Although the LSPO 

Manager receives many instructions from ASPO, his technical and .material 

support comes from his host .organization, E&D, and from other _ organizations. 

Within LSPO, the Lunar Surface Experiments Office (LSEO) the 

development of hardware is supervised, with each ALSEP experiment under the 

direction' of an experiments manager. Most of the experiment managers are 

responsible for more than one experiment; some are responsible for four to 

five experiments. There are ten experiments managers responsible to LSEO: 

seven within LSEO and three within other E&D offices. 

Lunar Mission Office (LMO /S &AD) 

The LMO Manager directs three offices with ALSEP responsibilities: 

.1. Lunar Surface Experiments Office (LS EO) . -- The LSEO/S&AD Manager is 

the ASPO designated Project Manager for Lunar Surface Science Re-

quirements (the only officially desir,uate.d S&AD m.:inager in the HcDivitt 

letters). Project· engineers in this office serve as primary repre -

sentatives for the P. I.'s by acting as their spokesmen in establishing 

science requirements for experiments. 

2. Crew Training Office. This office is r~sponsible for development 

and implementation -of crew training plans in coordination with FCOD. 

3. Data Management Office. -- This office is responsible for data 

management and documentation of scientific plans and results for 

each mission. 

In addition to the three offices, the LMO manager is also chairman 

of the Science Working Panel. This panel, which includes scientific authorities 

in most of the fields relating to both orbital and surface experiments, meets 

monthly to participate in and to provide written recommendations for ALSEP 

experiment development. 

The LMO's ALSEP responsibilities are as follows: 

1. to define and to document scientific and data requirements for 

each ntlssion. (The resulting documents are received by each director-

ate and requested changes are subject to approval of the CCB). 
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3. to participate in the Configuration Control Panel, in experiment 

design reviews' and in interface definition meetings. 
4. to serve as the primary interface with the P. I., and to furnish 

management supervision for some support contracts, 

5. to insure that E&D is contractually allowed to interface with the 

P • I. 's, and to insure that P, I,' s are available to support all 

problems associated with experimental development (including past 

flight analysis), 

6. to supply the general experiment performance criteria for the MSC 

Apo-llo Mission Report, 

7. to publish the 90 day Preliminary Science Report. 

Experiments Systems Branch (ESB / FOD) 

The ESB manager is responsible for two offices: 

1. the Experiments Section, 

2. the Systems Integr~tion Section. 

The ESB is charge d with the responsibility for writing the mission rules and 

the console procedures to be employed during the setup and operation of the 

ALSEP. The mission rules are developed around the _science requirements of 

the experiment and the constraints of the operational environment. These 

rules contain instructions for normal and contingency experiment operation 

as well as for operational priorities for each experiment during each phase 

of the mission. The console procedures are detailed instructions for 

carrying out the mission rules and requirements. 

In addition,the ESB is responsible for planning and developing 

the software that is necessary to handle the experimental data produced by 

ALSEP, This design responsibility requires a thorough knowledge of the 

experimental equipment and of the science requirements associated with the 

experiment. 
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Mission Operatfons Branch (MOB /FCOD) 

The manager of MOB is· responsible for two offices that relate 

directly to ALSEP: 

1. the Lunar Surface Operation Office, 

2. the Mission Training Section. 

The MOB is generally responsible for incorporating the experiment into the 

MSC operational environment. One specific requirement is to integrate ex-

periments operations requirements into flight plans. Of particular concern 

are the operations required during the EVA. This office gathers information 

from all agencies concerned with the EVA, and three months prior to the launch 

of each mission issues a Preliminary Lunar Surface Procedures Document. This 

document outlines in detail, the exact maneuvers that the astronauts are to 

make with the ALSEP equipment during their EVA. This document is circulated 

through the appropriate MSC organizations with enough lead time for reply 

prior to the publication of .a final document called the Lunar Surface Pro-

cedures Manual (one month prior to launch). This manual is the final official 

word on what is to be accomplisi1e<l .on ~L-. T ·· - ...,_ C . .. -+,...,...,.... 
Lllt::. LUUai.. LJUJ....LU.'-'-• 

In addition to ·developing the EVA plan and the training program 

(previously discussed), the MOB is also responsible for real - time support 

during the mission, and must integrate its ac ti vi ties with FOD during mission 

simulations. 

Space Science Procurement Branch in the Program Control and Contracts Directorate 

The manager of this branch is responsible for the Lunar and Advanced 

Projects Procurement Section, which is responsible for all of the ALSEP contracts 

(and negotiation) and for all of the contractually required documentation that 

is delineated in the ALSEP contract, 

This branch acts as an intermediary in negotiations between members 

of the EMS in the evaluation of estimated cos ts for proposed hardware. During 

the planning stage of the experiment this branch (1) provides recommended mile-

stones for both hardware and software delivery, (2) participates in management 

review teams set up to analyze schedules and procedures, and (3) participates 

in monthly reviews scheduled alternately at contractor plants and at MSC. 
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Reliability and Quality Assurance (R&QA), and Safety 

Although segments of t:h. ~.~ R&QA and Safety Offices are listed in 

this report as part of the ALSEP ~?{".;:h~.h, ey are independent offices (directly 

responsible to the MSC Director) re<?ponsible for insuring that_. the experi-
mental equipment meets the reliability, safety, and quality specifications for 

manned spaceflight. Members of these offices and of the ALSEP EMS work 

closely together before and during the testing and checkout of the various 

hardware items. 

ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS OUTSIDE THE ALSEP EMS 

Organizational units that are outside the EMS and that ·directly 

affect ALSEP experiments management are listed belo~v: 

1. the P. I. Is, 

2. the contractors, 

3. the Apollo Lunar Exploration Office (MAL)' 

4. the Manned Spacecraft Center. 
Ha11y other organizations involve d in variol~S actjvi ti es affecting ALSEP 

have not been included because, in most cases, their support is indirect. 

The Principal Investi gator 

The P. I. bears the prime responsibility for the successful 

measurement of the desired data on the lunar surface (the entire ALSEP EMS 

should be directed toward this goal ) . In the formal structure, the P. I. is 

represented by a project engineer in LMO/S&AD, who has the responsibility 

to assure that the P. I. 's needs are met. the P. I. also has the formal pre-

rogative to interface with the experiment manager in LSPO/E&D, who serves, in 

most cases, as the P. I. 's most frequent MSC interface. 

Contractually, it is required that the P. I. receive a full set 

of detailed and manufacturing drawings and interface control specifications. 

He must also be allowed to monitor testing of his equipment by the contractor. 

The formal responsibilities of the P. I., delineated in NASA 

document (NMI 7100.1), are listed below: 
1. Defining the investigation and the functional requirements for 

the instrumentation to be employed, 
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2. Ensuring that an adequate research program is conducted to minimize 

the possibility of ambiguous interpretation of the data, 

3. Organizing the efforts or", assigning tasks to, and guiding other 

members of his team of investigators, 

4. Timely processing, analysis and publication of investigation results 

and findings, 

5. Developing and constructing the instrumentation for the investigation 

on a basis compatible with approved schedules and consistent with 

optimum project cost effectiveness; 

6. Ensuring that the design and construction of the instrumentation, 

its development and test program are appropriate to the objectives 

of the investigation, and reflect properly the environmental and 

interface constraints under which the instrumentation must operate, 

7. Ensuring that adequate calibrations are made through the entire data 

acquisition and transmission system, 

8. Ensuring that plans are made and implemented to process, analyze and 

report on the results of thl:! investigation, 

9. Participating in the operational phase of the mission as may be 

required. 

Upon his selection to participate in a flight, a P. I. becomes a 
memb er of the project team. Although the P. I. is normally re-
sponsible to the Project Manager, he is provided with an appeal 
route. In the case of flight investigations, the Project Manager 
and the P. I. should make every effort to resolve their problems 
through coordination. Should the P. I. or the Project Manager find 
that th e objectives of the mission would be substantially compro-
mised by proposed courses of action, either party, after attempting 
to r esolve the problem by coordination, should refer unresolved 
problems through his own ·organizational channelb to the Associate 
Administrator for Space Science and Applications. 

The formal relationship between the P. I. and the EMS is based on 

a contract: the P, I. is under formal contract to MSC to provide what amounts 

to science services. Although some at MSC view the EHS as purchasing data 

interpretation from the P, I., this paper regards the EMS as providing a 

science-facilitating service to the experimenters (despite the fact that the 

flow of funds is from the EMS to the P. I. ) 
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Contractors 

Bendix Aerospace SystenIB Division of Ann Arbor, Michigan is the 

prime contractor for the ALSEP central station and for the integration of 

individual experiments into the ALSEP. Figure 4-6 shows all the contractors 

involved in the production of ALSEP hardware. These contractors are respon-

sible for design, development, and fabrication of the experimental equipment, 

for the training of selected NASA personnel in equipment use, and for the 

accompanying documentation. 

Apollo Lunar Exploration Office (MAL/OMSF) 

The MAL manager is responsible for two offices that directly relate 

to ALSEP: 

1. the Flight System Office, 

2. the Lunar Science Office. 

The manager of MAL is responsible to the manager of the Apollo 

Program Office (APO). MAL was created to increase the effectiveness of the 

direction of Apollo lunar e xploration and of the pl3.::.minz for lunar expJ ora-

tion beyond the initial Apollo lunar landing. This office is very active in 

experiments selection and is the formally designated agency for resolving 

conflict between the P. I. and MSC. 

Manned Sp a cecraft Center 

Each flight crew has been intimately involve d with the ALSEP from 

the time that hardware design b egan to the actual deployment. The astronauts 

deploy the ALSEP, energize the power unit, initiate and check the central 

station and the individual experiments. Although none of the Apollo astro-

nauts to date have been scientists, all ·seem to have been very interested 

in the successful operation of the ALSEP. An Apollo 12 astronaut elected, in 

an emergency, to hanm1er the ALSEP power source out of ii.:s case while on the 

lunar surface. Without his extra attention the Apollo 12 ALSEP could not have 

operated. In the case of Apollo 14, the astronauts became involved in the 

actual experiments when they furnished seismic inputs for the initial 

calibration of one of the experiments. 
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SECTION 4: AN ORGANIZATIONAL HODEL OF THE ALSEP EMS 

ELEMENTS OF THE SIM 

In this section an organizational model of the ALSEP EMS is shown 

in the form of a Systems Interaction Matrix (SIM) with three major components: 

1. Organizational units involved with ALSEP EMS. -- The units shown are 

those in the EMS and in its immediate environment (the units are 

displayed across the top of the SIM) . 

2. Tasks associated with ALSEP EMS. -- The tasks shown begin with the 

conceptualization of the experiment and end with its evaluation 

(tasks are shown on the left side of the SIM). 

3. Actions involved in ALSEP EMS, The actions taken by organizational 

units with regard to each task are shown as action codes in rows and 

columns of the SIM (the code legend is shown in Figure 4-7). 

The ALSEP SIM shows only major task elements, for it was beyond 

the scope of this study to show all EMS tasks in detail. The tasks that are 
- • ~ ... . . , T':' ' 'n n T • • shown are mostly these c.LO s est: t:o tue r~1·.LL>-r • .1.., ::Ln terfacc, sine~ many of the 

interviews conducte d in this study were addre ssed to that interface. 

READINGS OF THE SIM 

The SIM can be read in several different ways: 

1. by reading the chart by colunms, the actions taken by each directorate 

can be determined; 

2. by reading the ch a rt by rows, the organi zations involved in each step 

of the workflow c an be de termined; and 

3. by reading the cha rt by rows, the organizational inte rfaces during 

the accomplis hment of each task can be determined. 



SIM CODE 
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4 
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7 
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9 
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11 

ACTION that may be taken by an Organizational Unit 

Work is done (output) 
Prime responsibility for work 

Direct supervision of work (decision authority) 

General supervision 
Primary input (primary information source) 
Secondary input (secondary information source) 

Receipt of output 
Resolution of conflict 

Formal participation 
Informal participation 

Coordinating responsibility 

ACTION CODES FOR EMS SIMS 

FIGURE 4- 8 
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Figure 4-9a EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
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Figure 4-9b EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
~ ALSEP EMS 
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Figure 4-9b EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
ALSEP EYiS 

EXPERIMENT ASPO Li.'10/ LSPO ESB MOB 
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Contract Negotiation 7 5 
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Figure 4-9c EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
ALSEP EMS 

EXPERIMENT ASPO IJ10/ LSPO ESB MOB 
DEVELOPMENT S& AD E&D FOD FCOD 

Hardware Contractor 
Selection 3,7 5,7 5,7 
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Hardware Parameters 7,8 7 7,8 
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HW Development Model 
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Figure 4-9c EMS Sys terns Interaction Matri:t 

Tasks 
Al.SEP EMS 

EXPERI MENT L\SPO U10/ LSPO ESB HOB 
DEVELOPMENT S&AD E&D FOD FCOD 

Qualification Test 
Readiness Review 3 9,11 

Hardware Training 
Simula tor 4 9 3 7 

Qualification Testing 3 9 

Failure Review 1 , 2 5 

Training of Personnel 
(non-crew) 4 3 3 9 , 7 
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Figure 4-9c EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
ALSEP EMS 

' 

EXPERIMENT ASPO LMO/ LSPO ESB MOB 
DEFINITION S&AD E&D FOD FCOD 

Requests for Configuration 
Changes 3 1,2 1,2 1 1 

Configuration Cha.<ge Board 3 
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Figure 4-9d 
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Figure 4-9e EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 

Tasks 
ALSEP EMS . 

EXP ERIMENT AS PO LMO/ LSPO ES B HO B 
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ALSEP Initiation 4,5 
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ALSEP EMS . 
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Figure 4-9g EMS Systems Interaction Matrix 
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CHAPTER V: GENERAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This section of the report contains general findings and 

conclusions regarding the AL SEP experiments management system .. (EMS) at 

MSC and ALSEP implications for future programs involving engineering/ 

science cooperation. The conclusions are, in essence, evaluations of 
experiments management, based both on a synthesis of research data and on 

a creative analysis by the authors. The reader should keep several points 

in mind when reading this section: 

1. This report is based upon the ALSEP EMS only and makes no attempt 

to evaluate other experiments management systems. 

2. This report is MSC-centered, since most of the data was collected 

from MSC personnel. 

3. This report is oriented toward a general area of concern -- the 

communications interface between MSC personnel and the P .· I. 

4. Finally, the evaluations made are based on the authors' perceptions 

of the -EHS. 

The material in this Chapter is divided into three sections, all 

of which pertain to the underlying theme of the MSC-P. I. communication inter-

face: 

· Section 1 discusses experiments management in general, including MSC 

goals and basic attitudes toward science. 

Section 2 discusses in more detail the ALSEP EMS and evaluates 

organization structure, policy, procedures, work flow, and 
jobs. 

Section 3 deals explicitly with the P. I. 's relationship with MSC. 

SECTION 1: EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE ALSEP EMS 

There are three external factors that must be considered in the 

_examination of MSC' s ALSEP EMS: the desired output of the system, the at-

titudinal framework surrounding th e system, and the priorities accorded by 

the system. 

DESIRED OUTPUT OF THE EMS 

Personnel involved in the EMS do not share the P. I. 's view of 
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the desired outputs of the system: 
1. Some in the EMS, because of the nature of their jobs and training, 

consider operational hardware as the major system outputs. 

2. The P. I. 's visualize interpretable data as the log~~al system 

output. 

This difference in viewpoint is seen by the authors as a major problem area 

in experiments management as well as the prime reason for communication 
difficulties and conflict between the engineer / managers of MSC and the ALSEP 
P. I. 's. 

It is obvious that operational equipment on the lunar surface 

is an indispensible element of the ALSEP program; however, the viewpoint 

that operational hardware is the prime goal provides a frame of reference 

that affects the system workflow, information interpretation, and decision 

making. For example, those with this view see the success of experiments 

management largely as the reliability of the ALSEP equipment, that is, its 

successful operation on the lunar surfac~. The evaluation criterion of 

"percent of mission accomplished," is applied to both operational and 

experimental phases of the mission. 

The scientists see a different output for the EMS: the logical 

output of the system is inteq~_retable data. Experiment design, hardware de-

sign and construction, and equipment operations are means to the end of 

acquiring data suitable for scientific analysis and interpretation. This 

viewpoint is reflected in the operational modes and policies used by the 

P. I. 's, who tend to evaluate the EMS on the basis of the quality and quantity 
of data produced. 

ATTITUDINAL FRA..l1EWORK OF THE EMS 
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3. Incidents of mission priorities pre-empting science priorities 

when astronaut safety was not a factor. 
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It is important to note that the scientific community's view 

of MSC's lack of genuine scientific interest is based on their perception 

of the above events, despite the fact that many of the facts surrounding 

the incidents were unknown to them. Yet, these attitudes flavor their 

relations with MSC. 

PRIORITIES ACCORDED BY THE EMS 

The priorities orientation of MSC is an important factor that 

affects the experiments management process. Many within MSC and the 

science community have commented that ALSEP experiments management is a 

relatively unimportant part of the Apollo Program for several reasons: the 

relatively late start- up of the experiments program, its low operational 

priority, and the lack of human resources that have been allocated to the 

ALSEP EMS. Several members of the MSC EMS have felt that MSC's expressed 

commitments to science (and to the experiments pr:·ogra1u) were not 
up with high level support .or appreciation. The majority of the people inter-

viewed in the ALSEP EMS were unsure of MSC's scientific goals or of the EMS's 

total goals. Many members of the EMS were aware of the goals of their own 

particular subsystem, while they were not cognizant of any overall ALSEP goals. 

SECTION 2: INTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE ALSEP EMS 

In this section findings that deal with four internal aspects 
of the EMS are presented. The structure of the EMS is describ ed and eval-

uated. The procedures employed in the EMS are briefly characterized. EMS 

decision making is described in general terms. EMS personnel and their jobs 
. are evaluated. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE EMS 

The structure of the EMS is defined as the patterns of relation-

ships between personnel primarily engaged in the work of ALSEP experiments 

management. The structure may be viewed both organizationally and physically. 
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Organizational Structure 

At MSC the ALSEP EMS is composed of a set of small, functionally 

distinct, organizational groups buried within the functional directorates. 

Figure 5- 1 shows the organizational location of the units. The relationship 

between the organizational units is one of reciprocal interdependence: the 

units trade information, requirements, and demands. 
The disaggregated nature of the system probably stems from two 

main causes: 

1. The EMS was not created by a single, coordinated implementation 

plan, but by a series of ad hoc decisions made in several directorates 

as a result of "pressures" or of efforts to concentrate resources. 

2. There is a natural competition between directorates, fostered by 

the differences in skills and backgrounds as well as by the differ-

ences in task orientation and mission. The center- wide scarcity of 

human resources contribute s to the competition, for each directorate 

attempts to increase its number of employees in an effort to maintain 

its power position at the center. T11e natural t endency cf direc-

torates is to incorporate those parts of the inunediate organizational 

environment that threaten or impact their area of responsibility. 

Physical Structure 

Not only is the ALSEP EMS diffused organizationally, but also 

physically. Parts of the system are scattered throughout the site. Different 

floors as well as different buildings house the system. Figure 5-2 shows 

the physical location of the ALSEP EMS. 

Effects of the Diffused Or ganizational and Physical Struc ture 

This diffusion of experiments mana gement, both organizationally 

and physically, produces conditions that affect the efficiency and the 

effectiveness of the system's operation in five areas: 

ALSEP organizational and physical separateness make s common 

goal orientation unlikely, for each group develops its own "culture", its 

own characteristic way of doing fuings. Since the organizational groups have 

different host directorate affiliations, skill mixes, and tasks, each 

. • •• 1 
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organizational unit tends to see its own goals in the light of its own frame 

of reference and has difficulty broadening its perspective to encompass the 

total system. 
The organizational distance between elements of the ALSEP EMS 

makes assumption of responsibility difficult. Both accountability and re-

sponsibility are difficult to define when interdependent tasks are performed 

by people in different organizational units within different directorates. 

The physical separation of organizational unit s involved in the 

ALSEP EMS does not facilitate intra-system communication. Effective face-

to-face interaction requires a concerted effort to travel the nece~sary 

several hundred feet between organizational units. The telephone (at least a 

more effective channel than writing) receives the most use between system 

members. Physical separation also precludes any significant informal com-

munication between system members; for the present arrangement is not con-

ducive to the spontaneous information exchange that occurs when people work 

closely together. Yet informal communication normally provides half of the 

technical information used in R&D work. 

In addition, the organizational distance between units of the 

system lowers the efficiency of communication. Different modes of operation 

in the organiza tional units result in diff erent frames of reference and in 
different information coding processes. Therefore", many system members see 

information from other directorates as "not exactly what we need" or "ambiguous." 

The pres ent organization structure fosters competition rather . 

than teamwork. The multiple host directorates and the physical separation 

between organizational units encourages the formation of "cohesive" groups 

that become "we " oriented. Although such cohesiveness fosters internal 

communication, it restricts intergroup communication, as evidenced by the 

interviewees' use of "we" to describe their own units and "they" to describe 

the personnel in other units of the EMS. 

The kind of organizational structure used in the ALSEP EMS results 

in a difficult and complicated communications interface with other systems. 

No one member of the ALSEP EMS can serve as a single interface despite the 

"formal requirement" to do so: no one individual has the necessary know-
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ledge of all the tasks and their requirements; no one individual can commit 

resources and make system-wide decisions. 
Thus, the organizational structure used in the ALSEP EMS has a 

number of dysfunctions for the eff~cient operation of the sy~tem which build 

in conflicts and failures to communicate that no amount of policy statements 

or formal directives can override. We are not saying here that policy 

letters and formal instructions are not warranted. Such instruments provide 
needed system definition. However, when such instruments call for actions 

that are not consonant with the "natural" behavior modes implicit ·in the 

organizational structure, it would be over-optimistic to expect strict 

compliance with those policy instruments. 
The reader should bear in mind at this ·point that we are not saying 

that the ALSEP EMS has been ineffective. The people within the system have 

made_the system work effectively despite the dysfunctions of its organizational 

structure. However, the EMS members could have been helped by a more care-

fully planned organizational structure. 

PROCEDURES WITHIN THE EMS · 

The procedures used within the EMS are functions of (1) the 

organizational structure, (2) the view of system objectives held by system 

members, (3) the impact of larger systems, and (4) the previous experience 

of the system members. A large number of the procedures in the system are 

informal or unspecified. 

Within the EMS however, each organizational unit has deve loped 

its own work procedures to accomplish its tasks. The r esulting differences 

affect communica tions. While all units may be aware of the detailed pro-

cedures required by configuration control, many of the units are unaware of 

the processes used within other units to respond to configuration management. 

For example, members of one unit commented that another organizational unit 

was very slow to generate change presentations to the configuration control 

panel. Members of the first unit were unaware of "special" procedures used 

by the other unit to insure complete and thorough preparation of the chartge 
presentation. 

The system procedure~ for transmitting information are seen as 

inadequate by many system members, ·and they resort to informal contacts to 
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-secure needed information. Part of the problem is that some units are 

unaware of the processes in othermits and are, consequently, unable to 

provide appropriate and timely information. 

On some occasions an organizational unit or manag~r has attempted 

to impose a work procedure on another unit that was seen as "unnatural" or 

extremely difficult. The organizational units have usually responded with 

a mutation of the original required procedure, ignoring, for all practical 

purposes, the formal procedure. For example, a policy letter was used to 

designate one person as the system interface for each experiment. When many 

ignored the formal procedure and operated informally, they were "reminded" 

or "encouraged" not to deviate from established procedures. Such ·guidance 

was seen by those involved as a reprimand for trying to do their job in the 

most efficient way they could. 

The procedures and techniques used by MSC to deal with inter-system 

transactions are also largely informal. For example, there has not been a 

single set of integrated procedures for transactions with the P. I., Each 

organizational i1nit hRs need of special information from the P. I. and has 

to make certain demands on the P. I. and his experiment. Many of the calls 

for information are duplicates some one else at MSC has already called 

(or visited) the P. I. and has gathered that information. 

The protocol for dealing with the P. I. is not uniform throughout 

the EMS. Some members of the eystem see the P. I. as a customer who receives 

a service from MSC. Other system members treat the P. I. as a contractor 

who supplies a service to MSC. Although the P. I. is funded like a supplier, 

his logical relationship to the EMS is as a customer. The differences in 

protocol produce a very complicated and unpredictable interface for the P. I. 

and create problems in information transmission and decision-making within 

the MSC system. For example, when an organizational unit perceiving the 

P. I. as a customer attempts a transaction with a unit who sees the P. I. as 

a supplier, there is a built-in communications problem. Each unit tends to 

see the other as "unable to make a decision" or "unwilling to take a stand." 

The differences in protocol could be traced to the lack of a common view 

of the logical outputs of the EMS. 
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The procedures used by th e EMS are not well known to a majority 

of the P. I. 's. Their lack of knowledge has been affected by the following 

factors: 

1. the informal nature of many of the procedures, 

2. the constant evolution of those procedures as new needs and pressures 

arise, 

3. the turnover of personnel within the system, 

4. The P. I. 's lack of experience with some basic MSC management 

concepts, 
5. a lack of information about the processes involved in the MSC 

management of experiments. 

The following example illustrates the problems which can result. 
When a P. I. decided that a change in his experimental equipment was needed, 

he suggested the change to both MSC and to the contractor building the hard-

ware. When two weeks elapsed without response, he was ready to label the 

system as "sluggish and unresponsive". However, he was unaware of both the 

rigorous procedures used in configuration control and of the requirements 

demanded by his one request. 

DECISION-MAKING IN THE EMS 

In a management system as complicated as the one used for ALSEP, 
it i.s almost impossible to make autonomous decisions. The majority of 

decisioTJ.s impact several different parts of the organization structure as well 

as the P. I.. Two basic categories of decisions must be made in the EMS: 

1. Cont ent decisions pertain to the technical aspects of an experiment. 
2. Process decisions apply to the ways in which work is done in the 

system. 

Content Decisions 

For content decisions about the t echnical aspects of an experiment, 

the process starts at the lowest management l evel. An attempt is made to 

gather the needed information and to coordinate the potential decision among 

the units within the system and with outside parties (NASA headquarters, the 

P. I. 's, and the contractors) by both formal and informal methods. At the 

end of this decision preparation/coordination phase, the information must be 
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moved up in the management structure to a decision-making authority for 

formal action (even if the decisiqn is set, for all practical purposes). The 

decision-making authority is charged with the responsibility for ensuring a 

sound decision that meshs with all parts of the EMS and larger systems. 

The decision-making process just outlined is consonant with the 

general philosophy of configuration management, which forces all decisions 

that affect hardware or operations to an organizational focal point where an 

integrated decision can be made in the presence of a board of personnel re-

sponsible for all phases of the operation. The necessity for presentation of 

a potential decision in open forum invites the participants to make a carefully 

planned, fully researched presentation. The use of boards and panels as the 

focal points. for system decision is an obvious necessity in situations where 

interdependence is pervasive. 

However, the configuration control method of decision-making in 

the EMS is not without dysfunctions. It appears that some organizational 

units over-prepare their decisions in an effort to assure a persuasive pre-

scntnticn of comparable quality ~o that of other units by holding simulated 

presentations in-house prior to formal presentation. This overpreparation is 

a likely consequence of therntural competitiveness that exists between units 
in the EMS. 

The concept of configuration management calls for an integrated 

decision whenever there is the possibility of an impact on another part of 

the system. This concept has been translated to ~ean that all decisions 

(especially those concerning hardware) must travel the same route in the 

decision-making structure, and that all decisions must be documented with the 

same quantity and quality of paperwork. When the necessity for equal docu-

mentation is coupled with resource policies that seem to allocate personnel on 

the basis of the dollar size of the contract, the EHS, with relatively modest 

funding and resulting sparsity of personnel, becomes over-burdened with paper-

work. The extreme interdependence of the experiments management tasks and the 

lack of an integrating set of procedures, combine to produce a relatively high 

density of decisions and changes in the EMS, despite the relativelv low cost of 
the experiment hardware . 
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Process Decisions 

Not only content decisions but also process decisions have been 

forced to a focal point at the highest management level. Many routine process 

decisions about the way taiks are done in experiments manageme~t are forced to 

the top of the management structure for resolution. The upward pressure on 

process decisions seems to be caused primarily by the segmented organization 

structure. For example, a manager of the organizational units is limited in 

the ways that he can change the experiments work flow in the small scope of 

his own unit. He can make changes internally, but changes that impact other 

units in other directorates must be negotiated. One unit manager observed that 

his unit's innovations constantly impacted a constraint in another directorate. 

Thus, dysfunctional results of the upward movement of process 

decisions are two-fold: 

1. Management time and energy at upper levels are used for decisions 

that could be made less expensively and more ·effectively at a lower 

management level; 

2. Creative change in the individual units is <li scouraged by the 

necessity to work out changes through many levels. 

Although both dysfunctions are costly, the discouragement of innovations at 

the lower levels is probably more costly in the long run. 

Unilateral Decisions 

Although autonomous decisions are difficult in experiments manage-

ment, du .e to the interdependence of the many tasks involved, there have been 

several instances of unilateral decision-making by both MSC and the P. I., for 

several reasons: 

First, it is quicker to make and freeze decisions with fewer 

parties involved. However, some of these time-saving decisions result in 

irrevelance and invalidity, and have to be redone at a considerable cost of 

time. 

Second, a unilateral decision avoids an immediate confrontation. 

For instance, if the P. I. detects a loss of scientific qual{ty and integrity 

due to a change in his experiment, there may be a confrontation with MSC 
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personnel when the P. I. "argues his case. ri There seems to be a natural 

inclination to avoid this kind of confrontation by effecting a unilateral 

decision. 

Third, when the inputs ~rom other parties are dif~_icult to trans-

late and to integrate into the system, there is a natural tendency to minimize 

these kinds of inputs by making unilateral decisions. For example, sometimes 

the P. I. 's technical inputs are not understood and are consequently dis-

regarded by members of the EMS. 

In summary, decision-making in experiments management at MSC is 

difficult and tedious. Because of the management strategy of configuration 

control and because of the segmented organizational structure, both-content and 

process decisions are forced upward in the management structure. This upward 

movement of the decision might give the advantage of a focal point for integra ted 

decisi~ns but carries a major disadvantage: loss of the latitude for creativity 

and spontaneity best found at lower management levels before alternatives are 

"frozen." Yet, despite the fact that MSC, the P. I. 's, and the contractors 

are affected by virtuctlly every decision; there has been some natural pressure 

for unilateral decisions. 

EMS PERSONNEL AND THEIR JOBS 

There is a great deal of diversity in the tasks required in B-lS. 

The tasks vary from budgeting and operations training on one hand to detailed 

supervision of hardware construction on the other. Although people involved 

in the entire range of tasks were considered in this study, the majority of 

attention was directed toward personnel who frequently had transactions with 

the P. I.' s. 

Based upon our observations of people-at -work in the EMS, the 

jobs in experiments management that call for frequent interface with the P. I. 's 

need personnel that have the following special qualities and capabilities: 

1. The EMS member should have reasonable ability in human relations. 

Since the individual works across the organizational boundaries, he 

needs tact and diplomacy. Since he works across system boundaries 

to deal with P. I. 's, contractors, and NASA headquarters, he also needs 
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2. The effective EMS member needs to have a thorough knowledge of the 

EMS -- both informal and formal work procedures - - an~_ to have a 

working relationship with people in the other parts of the EMS. 

3. An understanding of the science behind the experiment is of vital 

importance to those EMS members involved in the definition and 

translation of science requirements into hardware specif icaticins and 

operational procedures. Many of these system members need to be able 

to evaluate the scientific costs and benefits associated with their 

decisions. 

4. For. some key members of the EMS an understai1ding of the experimental 

methodology used by the P. I. is also a necessity . These individuals 

need an awareness of the experimental environment - - the variable s to 

be controlled and those to be measured - - if they are to make hard-

ware and operational decisions with potential impact on the quantity and 

quality of data produced by the experiment. 
5. For those EMS members involved in the definition and development of 

experimental hardwa r e , a thorough knowl edge of the engineering behind 

the hardware is desirable. It is undoubtedly valuable to the EMS 

manager to be able to understand, to improve , and even to defend the 

engineering technology on which the hardware is based. 

6. For the EMS member s who deal with the P. i.'s, it is also desirable 

to have a general und erstanding of the P. I. 's working environment. 

Without such a knowledge , many of th e behaviors exhibited by th e P. I. 

may be seen as illogical and dys functiona l. Without such a knowledge, 

the EMS manager is unable to distinguish between feasible and infeasible 
alternatives for the P. I. 

'l. A final quality that is desirable for EMS personnel is a tolerance 

for ambiguity. With the relatively high proportion of technical 

changes and the informality of procedures generated by the complex 

management inter-relationships, certainty and security are not parts 

of the job structure. The individual should be able to cope with this 
kind of environment on a daily basis. 
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General Evaluation of EHS personnel 
An evaluation of the ~apabilities of the members of the MSC EMS 

can be only general in nature, since many people with variations of ability 

and competence are involved. Figure 5-3 appraises EMS personn~_l with regard 

to the specifications listed above. The purpose of the following personnel 

evaluation is to assess some of the general categories that are seen as 

valuable in experiments management and to point out the areas in which natural 

deficiencies might occur. 

Human Relations Ability 

The majority of fil.1S personnel were seen to have generally good 

skills in human relations. On some occasions, however, a lack of skill in 

interpersonal transactions was dysfunctiona l to the entire system, for feelings 

of personal threat, insecurity, and defensiveness by both P. I. 's and EMS 

members often resulted. 

Systems Knowledge 
The EMS personnel demonstrate a good knowledge of their system's 

key individuals, procedurRs and policies within other organizational units 

within the EMS. 

There seems to be a tendency for some ~·fS personnel to . view the 

P. I. as an independent operator, rather than as a r~pres entative of other 

organizations or systems. EMS personnel have limited knowled ge of the condi-

tions and situations in which the P. I. lives and works and of the consequ~nt 

impact tha t EHS requests/requirements have on th e P. I. operating within both 

the university and the science conununity. 

Knowledge of the Science behind the Experiments 

In some parts of the EMS, there is limited scientific knowledge 

at the level need ed for good design and for translation of ideas into hard-

ware and software specifications. The inadequate science knowledge is the 

result of two factors: (1 ) although most personnel have technical backgrounds 

and educations, they have not had formal science training / education in the 
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Qualities Needed in EMS Evaluation Personnel 

Human Relations Ability - Generally Good 

Sys terns knowledge 

of the EMS: Generally Good 

of other sys terns: Definitely Limited 
.. 

Scientific Knowledge 

of the science behind Lintl ted to 
the experiment: Sa tis factory 

of the experiment Limited 
process: 

Engiileering Ability .- Satisfactory 
to Good 

)) A GENERAL EVALUATION OF ALSEP EMS PERSONNEL 
WITH RESPECT TO SELECTED JOB REQUIRE:t-lliNTS 

FIGURE 5-3 
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disciplines behind the experiments; (2) some of the EMS personnel have not 

had time (or the exposure to the P. I.) to "learn the science" behind the 

experiments. However, some scientists and engineers argue that without formal 

science backgrounds these personnel can not be expected to overcome many of 

these deficiencies. 

Knowledge of the Experimental Process 

The same kind of argument holds for the next qualification --

knowledge of the experimental process. Some EMS personnel do · not have a 

thorough understanding of the ideas and concepts associated with an experiment, 

as evidenced by some of the questions asked by EMS personnel. For example, a 

P. I. was asked, "What percent of your data will you· get if [some condition] 

were changed?" On another occasion, an EMS engineer argued that in reposi-

tioning an experiment the hardware would still produce the same kind of numbers, 

while the scientist argued that the numbers were no longer useful, since the 
conditions of the experiment had been changed. 

Although problems associated with nnc1erstanding of the experi-
mental method may seem insignificant when compared with "hardware or software 

problems," the authors cannot agree. The lack of understanding in this area 

is seen as a major factor in the effective operation of an EMS and in the 
effective interface between the EMS and the P. I. 

Engineering Ability 

The majority of filfS personnel are not directly involved in engineer-
ing; their primary duties are administrative in nature. Several EMS employees 

are not engineers by training even though their job descriptions so imply. 

Some people in "engineering slots" ·are excellent engineers; some people in 

managerial positions are so involved in administrative work that their know-

ledge of the technology behind the hardware and software is not at a detailed 
level. 

Some difficulties have resulted when P. I. 's ask tec_hnical 

questions of EMS personnel whose roles were primarily administrative. In such 

cases, it has been necessary to go outside of the fil1S (to other parts of MSC 
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or to a contractor) to secure the needed technical expertise. 

Despite the primary a9ministrative orientation of many EMS members, 

the engineering ability and knowledge within the EMS was evaluated by those 

interviewed as satisfactory to good. 

Job Dissatisfactions 

Some of the personnel in the present system,, have expressed dis-

satisfaction with some aspects of their jobs for the following reasons. 

Within the last year organizational changes have reduced the 

job scope and decision- making latitude for some personnel, who find themselves 

no longer in control of as many facets of the work of experiments management. 

Some, for in~tance, no longer keep the budget for their particular experiment. 

Even though necessary for configuration control and overall coordination, 

such decreases in scope often are perceived by those affected as making their 

jobs less important, and, therefore, less satisfying . 
. 

A second cause of some job dissatisfaction is the lack of recog-

nition accorded to Individuals Individual. r ecognition is a 

normal pa rt of a healthy working environment; its presence motivates people 

and gives their ideas and contributions a stamp of approval; its absence con-

tributes to indifference and to system dysfunctions . For example, the EHS 

engineer working as a "project manager" for hardware definition and development 

receives no scientific recognition for his work, despite the fact that without 

his efforts the experiment would not have been pos s ible. This iack of scientific 

recognition is neither a slight nor selfishness of the science•oriented P. I., 

but the nature of s cience 1 s r e co gnition process which does not recogni ze 

applica tions technolo gy. Through its prima ry tool of evalua tion, the scientific 

literature, the scientific community apprais ~ s and gives reco gnition for individual 

achievement in conceptualization, research methodology, and in the analysis 

and synthesis of findings, not to excellence in experiments management as it 

is conducted at MSC. 

Not only have ENS personnel received very little recognition in 

the scientific arena, but they have received very little reco gnition within 

MSC or within the EMS itself. Although scientists associat ed with the EMS 
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value most the recognition of the scientific community; non-scientists (such 

as the members of EMS) value most rewards and recognition within their own 

organization. 

A third aspect that has caused job dissatisfaction is the 

necessity for some EMS members to occupy an uncomfortable confrontation position 

which requires an integration of requirements/demands from EMS, the P. I., and 

the contractor. Diverse views based on differing backgrounds and approaches 

must be confronted, reconciled, and integrated. 
--

A fourth aspect that has caused job dissatisfaction is th~ fact 

that some members of the EMS feel that the P. I. perceives them as "second 

class citizens", since they are not scientists and are government employees. 

In our judgment, this feelingJargely is unwarranted for members of other 

systems associated with the EMS do respect the EMS member who knows his job, 

performs well, and therefore provides an interface conducive to respect. 
--

A fifth aspect that has caused job dissatisfaction is the attitude 

prevalent in EMS that scientists and eng_ineers are basically different and 

are unable to understand each other. However, there is evidence suggesting 

that the contention of a baiic difference is only partly true. 

An analysis of the written communications produced by scientists 

and engineers provides one such body of evidence. An MSC questionnaire eval-

uating contractor performance was analyzed for differences in written form 

and content (see Appendix D). This analysis showed that, in written communi-

cation at least, there was a significant difference in the form used by the 

two groups. The engineers answered questions with fewer and shorter sentences, 

and with more phrases. The two groups often used different words to evaluate 

the performance of the contractor. Thus, the words used by engineers in a 

favorable evaluation were rarely (if ever ) used by the scientists in a 

similarly positive evaluation. Despite the apparent differences in the form 

of their communication, there was substantial agreement in the content of 

their evaluation: the two groups generally agree'd in their evaluations of key 

elements of the contractor's performance. In conclusion, although differences 

in the form of written communication between the two groups probably contributed 

to the conception of a basic difference between scientists and engineers, the 

) similarity in the content of the evaluations suggests that the actual differences 

may be over-estimated and over-emphasized. 
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SECTION 3: SCIENCE AND THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 

An important and underlying theme of this research has been the 

relationship between the EMS and the P. I. It should again be noted that 

the authors are reporting their perceptions, based on their analysis of inter-

views with scientists. 

MSC A1'D SCIENCE 

Concern for Science 
An examination of fue general coriditions that exist in th~ 

relationship between MSC and science reveals many in the scientific community 

who perceive a lack of concern for science at MSC and who propound that MSC 

accepts science programs only because it lacks support in other markets and 

because science still seems able to generate limited funds. Several kinds of 

incidents and factors seem to be responsible for the attitude that MSC is not' 

overly concerned with science. 

1. Some in the science community cite the reduction in personnel strength 
as an indication of MSC: s lack of concern. i•foa t is lml-'or tant here is 

not the set of fuct~ behind this incident but the perception of this 

incident by people outside MSC. To many outsiders, it may have 

appeared that MSC was slighting science. 

2. Some in the science community cite MSC's tendency toward operational 

priorities rather than toward science priorities (even when no safety 

factor is involved). Although such incidents are difficult to document 

when evidence is gathered from both the operational side and the science 

side, suffice it to say that low EMS awareness of the science behind 

the experiments and the P. I. 's lack of awareness of many of the 

operational constraints build in the opportunity for science-vs.-

operational controversies. 

3. Some scientists cite their treatment as contractors. It is clear that 

in some contacts with MSC, the P. I. is seen by some in the EMS as a 

supplier (contractor) of services or products to MSC, and MSC holds 

managerial authority over the relationship. For the P. I. this is an 
unusual kind of relationship, not in consonance with the normal 

assumption that he is managing and directing his own experiment. For 
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a noticable shift in stance and protocol. 
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Given their point of view and limited knowledge o_t the internal 

workings of MSC, some of the scientist's attitudes appear understandable. 

Science Capability 

Some members of the science community suggest that there was no 

strong ALSEP science capability at MSC during the definition and development 

of ALSEP. There was no suggestion that MSC should now develop a strong science 

capability in that area; the suggestion was that some in-house capability would 

have been extremely helpful during the early phases .of the ALSEP development 

program. In fact, some suggest tha t it now would be very difficult to develop 

a good in- house science capability because of MSC's mission orientation. Good 

science is dependent for direction on the na tural forces within the science 

c~mmunity, the summa tion of independent initiatives based on the scientist's 

natural curios ity. Such a na tural and unpredictRblP goal-seeking process ~ould 

not be viable in an environment constrainPci hy specific and long- term pro-

gramatic objectives. 
Ou:r . g~neral conclusion is that MSC should not make an a ttem_pt _to 

develop a capacity for science research, but it should develop its capacity 

to facilitate good science. It seems, however, that some in- hou s e science 

capacity is necessary for an efficient science-facilita ting system that must 

provide technical dir e ction, as sure the exp eriments' science integrity, and 

develop s ome of the scientific tools to be us ed in experiment s . 

THE P. I. 's ROLE 

Just as there is diversity among the members of the ALSEP EMS, 

there also is great diversity among the P. I. 's associated with the EMS. There 

are, however, some general findings that can be pointed out about the P. I. 

The P. I. 's Role as Scientist 

The P. I. is primarily a scientist. His first loya lty is to 

science and to the science community. He is bound to the rules of his scientific 

discipline, especially the restrictions and prescriptions that deal with 
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scientific methodology. The way a scientist conceptualizes his experiment, 

develops his hypothesis, controls or accounts for the relevant variables, 

measures the variables, gathers, analyzes, and interprets the data is always 
under the careful scrutiny of the sc_ientific community. The scientist's 

findings cannot be evaluated apart from his experimental methodology. 

Figure 5- 4 shows, in a simplified matrix, the value of an 

experiment to the P. I. (In reality, the boundary between good and bad 

methodology is obviously not clear.) The value accrues only after the 
scientific community has access to the work and has sufficient time . to evaluate 

the methodology and to intergrate the findings into the framework of existing 

theory. The scientist can earn a positive value only if his methodology is 
judged acceptable. Thus, the potential value of an ·experiment from the P. I. 's 

point of view is not always positive. 

Acceptable 
Methodology 

Unacceptable 
!Methodology 

none 
(Experiment 

failure) 

0 

Scientific Importance 
of Findings 

little some 

+ + 

great 

++ 
_____ 

POTENTIAL VALUE OF AN EXPERIMENT TO THE P. I. 

FIGURE 5-4 

' value to the 
P. I.: 

++ Positive 
+ 
0 Zero 

Negative 

He may lose more through a questionable me thodology than he can gain with an 

acceptable experiment with important findings. 

The P. I. 's gain-loss opportunities (as shown in Figure 5-41 

affect the EMS in two important ways: 
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The P. I. naturally and constantly presses toward a more rigorous 

and, therefore, more acceptable methodology. This pressure may 

appear to EMS as a stream of requested changes in hardware, ~xperiment 

operations, software configuration, etc. 

2. The scientist will naturally be reluctant to accept changes or 

constraints that decrease the rigor of his experiment. 

The ALSEP EMS has been affected by both these pressures: 

1. Desirable as their objectives may be, the input of P. I. changes 

has caused increased workload, paperwork, traffic, and consequently, 

more friction in the system. This change pressure is naturally 

resisted by the EMS, since more changes mean more system costs and, 

usually, more uncertainty in schedules, budgets. 
2. There have been occasions when operational or hardware changes 

(deemed necessary by EMS) have affected the quality of the P. I.'s 
experimental design. On such occasions, the P. I. has resisted the 

change by appealing to the EMS, by appealing to NASA Headquarters, or 

by appP.aling informally to the scientific community at large. 

In brief, as a . scientist, the P. I. is not, for all practical 

purposes, free to take any course of action with respect o his ~xperiment. 
?is primary and overriding concern is the quality of the experiment and the 

.rigor of its design. He is bound by certain scientific constraints; it is by 

his performance with respect to these constiaints that he will be judged. 

The P. I. 's Role as Organization Member 

The P. I. do es not act as an individual; he is a member of an 

organization (either university, government and private laboratory, or govern-

ment agency) which imposes different pressures on him. Because he is expected 

to contribute directly to the goals of his host organization (and these goals 

may or may not directly include scientific experiments), the time and energy 

he can devote to the guidance of his experiment is limited. 

The P. I. 's Role as Entrepreneur and Manager 

The P. I. is an entrepreneur and manager within his own host 

Organization. He is responsible for obtaining, controlling, and managing 
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resources into his organization. If the P. I. builds any of the hardware for 

his experiment, he probably manages his own task group of engineers, graduate 

students, technicaians, and administrative assistants. Thus, the P. I., as 

scientist, manager, and educator has a set of complex constrai_nts in his own 

complicated environment. This fact is not generally realized within the EMS. 

The P. I. 's Role as Cus tomer 
The P. I. is a science customer; that is, MSC provides him with 

a service and (sometimes a product) which he integrates into .his experiment. 

MSC literally supplies him with the services of their transportation system 

to place the hardware in the relevant environment. 

THE P. I. 'S COMMUNICATION CONTACTS 

Content Communication 

The vast majority of the P. I. 's communication contacts with the 

EMS during development and operation of the experimental equipment are content-

oriente<l, <l eali0_g with . tbe . t echnical · ~sp ect s · of the pxnPr i ment. There are 

three reasons that some P . I. 's see these contacts as a burden: 

1. Because the information needs of the EMS are not integrated, the 

P. I. must give rep e titious informa tion. 

2. Some of the informatio·n requests come from EMS members whom the P. I. 

does not know, or whose credentials are not known. 

3. Information requests frequently come when the P . I. has other commit-

ments in the science community or in his own organization. 

Process Communication 

Because very few of the P. I. 's com.111unications contacts are 

~cess-oriented, dealing with system knowledge, some P. I. 's know very little 

about EMS functions and procedures. This lack of system knowledge adversely 

affects the P. I. 's relationship with the ENS in several ways: 

1. Many times the P. I. requests hardware changes without knowing 

system costs in the amount of people and paperwork that will be 

involved. In other words, changes are sometimes inputed by the P. I. 

without an idea of the reason for the system's resistance to his 
change. 
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2. Some P. I.'s begin their relationship with MSC with little know-

ledge of the R&QA requirements for manned flight (manufacturing, 

documentation, and testing constraints). There is, for example, 

no forewarning that administrative duties may require ___ the P. I. to 

spend as much as four days per week on paper work. 

3. Some P. I.'s are never sure of the path of their experimental 

requirements (the units involved in the EMS, what the units did, 
what information was needed by each unit, who the key personnel were, 

etc.). 
The dysfunctional results of a lack of process communication are 

evident. The authors are not suggesting that process communication· w.ould 

have eliminated the problems mentioned above. The point is that a better 

balance between content and process communication would probably have simpli-

fied some of the difficult areas in the relationship between the P. I. and 

the EMS. 

THE CO}ft.fDNICATIO~! INTEP.FACE BETWEEN E..MS A!\TD THE P. I. 

An interfa ce is defined as the point or area where two or mor e 

systems meet. In theory, informa tion from one system is funnelled through 

one entry / exit point into the other system. In the conununication interface 

between the EMS and the P. I., one system is the EMS; the second system is 

composed of the P. I., his~oject team, and his host organization, with the 

P. I. serving as the information entry/ exit point. Figure 5- 5 shows that 

ideal arrangement. As previously mentioned, the actual interface has not been 

this ideal but has involved multiple parts of both the EMS and the P. I. 's 
system (as Figure 5-6 illustrat es ) . 

The more complicated actual interface between the EMS and the 

P. I. has produced some dysfunctions: 
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1. The P. I. may mistakenly communicate information to someone in 

an organizational unit of· theEMS other than an official representative 
of EMS. Agreements made with EMS personnel not officially designated 

as an interface, and not in the position to make integrated decisions 

are often invalid. Such incidents are not unusual occurrences. 

Such an incident rn.y appear to a P. I. who is not familiar with the 

workings of the EMS as evidence of "bad faith" or of a "unilateral 

decision." 
2. Because the importer of information from the P. I. does not always 

disseminate that information throughout the EMS, the system operates 

with different organizational units having different levels of infor-

mation. Meanwhile, the P. I. could be receiving requests for the 

_same information from other parts of the system. 
To serve as an effective communication link between EMS and the . 

P. I., the EMS interface must have the following attributes: 
1. The people or units that serve as the interface must have credibility 

in both their sys teiu a:id in th2 ccrrcspcr..dir..g system, 'T'o he perceived 

as credible by the -P. I., the EMS representative (1) must have a 

formal charter to represent the EMS, (2) must actually be in a decision-
making or integrating position, (3) must have knowledge that allows him 

to speak for the system, (Lf) must be perceived by the P. I. as trust-
worthy and worthy of confidence, and (5) must be dedicated to the 

interests of the experiment (which probably means that his system's 

success must be tied to the experiment's success). 

2. The interface unit must have technical ability, must be adept at the 

technology of the EMS, and must have direct access to expertise within 

the EMS. 

3. The EMS interface unit must have knowledge of the science and of the 

notion of an experiment. 

4. The interface unit must have knowledge of the two systems involved. 

If the interface is to serve as a communication mode and as an integrator 

of the information requirements for both systems, then knowledge of 

the goals, procedures, and constraints of both systems is necessary. 
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Figure 5-7 is a summary of an evaluation of the formal, officially 

designated interface between EMS and the P. I. The chart shows (1) that the 

P. I. can speak for his system, while the EMS representative frequently cannot; 

(2) that the EMS representative has satisfactory knowledge of the various 

technologies involved in the EMS, while the P. I. has limited knowledge of the 

engineering behind the hardware; (3) that the P. I. is expert in the experiment 

and the science behind it, while the EMS representative generally has limited 

knowledge; and (4) that the P. I. and the EMS representative know their own 

systems while their knowledge of the corresponding system is generally poor. 

The interface between EMS and the scientists has not been completely 

ineffective, for the interface has provided the necessary connection· between 

the systems. However, it has engendered high costs and frequent conflict. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
The major findings of this study can be summarized with a brief 

review of the stress points affecting the ALSEP Experiments Management System 
(EHS) : 

1. There is a natural difference in the way EMS output is viewed by 

some members of the EMS and by the P. I. Although some consider 

operational hardware the major output of the system, the logical 

output of the EMS as seen by the P. I. is interpretable data. 

2. The EMS uses, for the most part, the same evaluation criteria for 

science as for operations. The prime criterion in the EMS seems 

to be "percent of mission completed successfully;" the logical 

criterion for measuring the prime EMS output should be '~its of 
interpretable data per dollar." 

3. All members of the EMS do not see the P. I. as a customer for whom 

an experiment-facilitating service is to be performed. 

4. The EMS is made up of several organizational units buried in 

functional directorates. This physical and organizational sepa-

ration seems to have a number of dysfunctions for experiments 
management. 

5. Work procedures within the EMS and between the EMS and the P. I. 

are largely informal and not well integrated. 
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6. The P. I. is seen by many in the EMS as an "individual scientist," 

when in reality he is a representative of another system. 

7. The P. I. has much to win or to lose in working with the EMS. The 
P. I. is under a natural pressure to improve and refine his experiment, 

and this pressure may produce administrative and decision-making 

strain. 
8. The communication interface between the EMS and the P. I. is made 

more difficult by a lack of mutual understanding of the conditions 

and constraints in the systems involved. 

9. Some EMS members sense lack of MSC support for science or for science-

facilita tion. 
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! ) CHAPTER VI: RECOMMENDATIONS 

APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE 

These recommendations were based on an analysis of- --the ALSEP 
experiments management system (EMS) as it existed at the time of this writing 

(1970-71) and also on the historical evolution of ALSEP. It should be noted 

that the ALSEP EMS was the only MSC management system studied. The recommen-

dations framed here are oriented toward a future experiments program that re-

sembles in form the present ALSEP. Since only one EMS was studied and since 

the recommendations are aimed at a hypothetical project, great care should be 

taken in applying these guidelines to other situations. 

This chapter is divided into four sections: 
Section 1 offers specific recommendations for the management of a future 

experiments program. 

Section 2 considers reconnnendations that deal with the MSC environment 

for experiments management. 
Section 3 presents general recommendations L11a L are broad in scope .'.'!nd 

that deal with basic issues behind the implementation of a 
future EMS. 

Section 4 details four problem areas that should be further studied. 

SECTION 1: SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following eight recommendations are specifically aimed at 

future experiments programs such as ALSEP. The guidelines developed here 

should only be considered in the light of the more general reconunendations 

presented later in Section 2 and Section 3. 

1. GOALS OF THE EMS 

A future EMS should be conceived and designed as a data-producing, 

service-oriented organization. The logical output of an MSC EMS, consonant 

with overall MSC goals, should be the production of interpretable, scientific 

data for use by science customers (See Figure 6-1). In addition to the 

primary goal of interpretable data, the EMS could have as secondary goals 
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(1) the generation of new experimen t-f acili tating technology, (2) the 

development of the expertise of the people involved in experiments manage-

ment, and (3) the production of a limited amount of hardware that has value 

outside of the specific experiment program. 

All members of the EMS should be aware of the same overall goal 

for the experiment program (the production of interpretable scientific data). 

Each person in the EMS will have very specific goals for his assigned tasks; 

but these specific goals must be directly related to the overall goals of the 

EMS. In addition, each person working in experiments management should have 

assurance that the eoals pursued by the EMS are accepted and valuable goals 

of MSC, 

The key to proper EMS goal orientation lies in the way the EMS is 

evaluated. If the EMS is to be a producer of interpretable, scientific data, 

then quantity and quality of data must serve as the prime criteria for eval-

uation of the EMS and of its personnel. The EMS must be constantly monitored 
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. and evaluated in order to achieve the standards of the recommended model. 

. 

In other words, an organization cannot be expected to maintain the recommended 

view of its goals and outputs if its evaluation and reward systems are 

generated from the conflicting views of other systems. 

2. STRUCTURE OF THE EMS 

The organizational structure of the future EMS should encourage 

a cohesive work team. Most of the EMS tasks are reciprocally interdependent. 

That is, the work can not simply flow from one unit to another; it must flow 

back and forth in an iterative manner. Since this kind of work flow is 

common, the EMS should have a structure which is conducive to the formation 
and maintenance of a work team. 

FACILITATION OF THE WORK TEAM 

1. 

This work team approach can be facilitated in three important ways: 

The EMS should, in most cases, be a separate organizational unit. 

As has already been noted in previous parts of this paper, the 
separate, autonomous organization of the EHS is needed to promote 

common goal orientation, to facilitate system communication, and 

to allow management evaluation and control. 

2. The members of the EMS should be co-lo.cated. Close organi zational 

proximity and close physical proximity would foster team spirit and 

would encourage the formation of informal groups within EHS that 

could exchange information on an informal or accidental basis. 

3. The separate EMS should be connect ed to the MSC s tructure in such a 
way that the priority of the EMS can be seen and understood . 

The person to whom the manager of the EMS directly reports should 

vary according to the priority of the experiment program. For example, 

if the progrurn were lo 1e given a top prior.ity, th0. EMS manager should 

report directly to the Director of MSC. 
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) ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS TO INTEGRATE THE WORK TEl\MS 
We have suggested a relatively distinct, separate organizational 

structure for a future EMS. It seems feasible to integrate such an orga-

nization into the existing MSC structure in any one of three organizational 

designs: 
1. A project organization can be the basis of the future EMS. The 

members of the project team would be formal members of the project 

organization but would still have a "functional home" in their 

formal directorate. 

1 

MSC 

DIRECTOR 

2 3 

A FUTURE EMS AS A PROJECT ORGANIZATION 
FIGURE 6- 2 

That is, when the project organization is formed, the personnel with 

the needed skills would Le drawn from the various functiono.l 

directorates, with the understanding that they would return to that 

directorate or move to a new project organization when the first pro-

ject was completed. Each team member would have, in essence, two 

supervisors -- a project manager to whom he is responsible for work 

on the particular project, and a functional manager to whom he is 

responsible for the technology he uses on the job. 
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For example, the project budget officer would be responsible to 
his project manager for tbe contents of the accounting documents, 

but he would be responsible to his functional manager for the 

processes used in maintaining the documents and for t~_e form of the 

documents themselves. This organizational arrangement allows for a 

concentration of resources on the work flow of experiments manage-

ment but provides for continuity and consistency between different 
experiments projects. 

2. A _EEogram organization can be formed as the basis for a future exper-

iments management endeavor. In this organizational design a program 

manager is responsible for the overall direction of the project, and 

"subsystem managers" in the functional directorates are responsible 

for different phases of the work flow. This organizational schema 

could be effective with some experiments program if all the system 

members were co-located, and if the program office were attached to 

the appropriate level of the MSC structure. 

Experiments 
Program 
Office 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

Directorate 
1 

work 

A FUTURE EMS AS A PROGRAM ORGAl\l"IZATION 

FIGURE 6- 3 
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3. A work team for experiments management can be formed in a single 
functional directorate. This design can be effective with co-location 

and with adequate recognition. Personnel for the work team would be 

drawn from the other directorates and permanently assigned to the 

-

EMS in the host directorate. The EMS manager would report to the head 

of his functional directorate. Under this design it may be difficult 

in some cases to convey the EMS's center-wide priority . 

MSC 

DIRECTOR -

Directorate 
1 2 3 . .. 

//EMS'/_ 
0~ork/ 
//le}m/ 

A FUTURE EMS AS A PART OF A FUNCTIONAL DIRECTORATE 
FIGURE 6-4 

APPLICABILITY OF ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS 

Three alternative organizational designs have been suggested for 
future EMS at MSC. There is no one best design; however, one design may be 

more appropriate than the others for some types of EMS. 

Figure 6-5 shows the general relationships between various EHS 

constraints and the suggested organizational designs. The vertical axis in 

Figure 6-5 is labeled "Predict ed Success in Coping with EMS Transactions"; 

by this we mean the organization's efficiency and effectiveness in making the 

decision, in securing and allocating the resources necessary to do the work of 
experiments management. 
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The horizontal axis is labeled "Severity of Constraints Associated with the 

Science Project"; by constrain ts we . mean: 

1. the time frames associated with the experiment, its development and 

deployment, and the host system; 

2. the human and non-human resources available for the program; 

3. the heterogeneity of the experiments, the science behind them, and 

their methodologies; 

4. the heterogeneity of the MSC skills needed for the accomplishment 

of EMS goals ; 

5. the complexity of the interface with the host system; and 

6. the position of the EMS in the MSC priority list. 

Three relationships should be noted in the selection pr6cess 

described in Figure 5: 

1. The predicted success of all three organizational designs decreases 

as constraints become more severe; 
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2. For a science project in which constraints are relatively mild 

(marked "a" in Figure 5) ,. there is no clear difference in predicted 

effectiveness between the three designs; therefore, the choice in 

organizational form should probably be based on other __ criteria (cost, 

etc.). 
3. For science projects where constraints are relatively severe.(marked 

"b"), the project form of organization should probably be used. 

Although Figure 5 shows the severity of constraints associated 

with a science program to be constant over the life of the program, in reality, 

the level of constraints on a~ience program that extends over several years 

will fluctuate a great deal. To deal with basic trends in the level of con-

straints, Figure 6-5 suggests three decision rules: 

1. If the constraints on the science program seem to be decreasing, 

the organizational form should probably be kept constant. 

2. If the constraints on the science program seem to be increasing in 

severity, a change in organizational form to the "program" or "project" 

structure should be considered. 

3. If the level of effectiveness of the EMS is not satisfactory, regard-

less of any trends in the severity of the constraints, a change in 

organizational form to the "program" or "project" form should be 

considered. 

We have suggested several possible or~anizational forms for future 

EMS. A word of caution is appropriate here. Organizational form is an 

important factor in the performance of m F..HS; however, there is·-no magic 
/ 

associated with any one of the forms. The structure of the ' organization must 

articulate with the system's goals, personnel, policies, and environment. Nor 

should organizational changes be made without forethought. Any change in 

organizational structure will result in some initial confusion with a possible 

loss of performance. Also, the outcome of any organizational change is difficulL 

to predict. Therefore, management's ability to change structure should be used 

carefully and sparingly with consultation with the employees in the system 
involved. 
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3. - PERSONNEL OF THE EMS 

The EMS should be built around carefully selected key personnel. 

Selection should be dependent on the nature of the science program and on 

the personnel pool available. A brief list of key roles for a future EMS, of 

the individual qualifications for each position, and of the general respon-

sibilities of that position follows. 

The EMS Manager 

The work of experiments management should be under the direct 

supervision of the EMS manager. This manager would be the key to success 

for the EMS. He should possess the following qualifications in addition to 

those already described in theµ:-evious chapter: 

1. management talent and experience in a high technology environment, 

2. a strong reputation in MSC, 

3. rapport with that part of the scientific conununity which his project 
represents, and 

li. the ability to influence (both formally and informally) members of 

MSC and the science community. 

The manager, responsible for the overall direction of the EMS, 

would have these specific responsibilities: 

1. to select EMS personnelmd to supervise system startup, 

2. to integrate the EMS into the existing nianagement structure of MSC, 

3. to supervise the integration of the experiment package into the 
host system, 

4. to resolve conflicts within the EMS, and 

5. to resolve conflicts between the EMS and MSC. 

The EMS Project Scientist 

The EMS should include a pruj!:::!cL -scientist. For a hypulhetical 

science program that resembles ALSEP, a scientist in a chief advisory role 

to the EMS manager could be invaluable. Special qualifications for the 
position are listed below: 

1. acceptance as a member of the scientific community, by degree, re-
search experience, and publications; 



2. expertise in the science field that most nearly represents the 

thrust of the science project; 
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3. good human relations ability, diplomacy, and the ability to influence 

with sound arguments rather -than with formal authority; 

4. experience in a developmental project. 

The project scientist would be responsible for the quality of 

the translation of science requirements to hardware and operational require-

ments. His specific responsibilities would include the following functions: 

1. to serve as the primary science con~ultant to the project, 

2. to supervise the resolution of science conflicts that occur between 

the P. I.'s or between an individual P. I. and the EMS, 

3. to act as the science interface between NASA and MSC. 

The Remaining EMS Personnel 
.. 

The remainder of the personnel in the EMS should be chosen so that 

their skills complement the work requirements of the science project: 

1. The EHS needs personnel who can define the experiment: it-1 the light 

of MSC capabilities and who can translate the science requirements 

into specifications that are usable in MSC systems. To be able to 

perform in this capacity, the system members obviously must have 

scientific as well as technical expertise in their MSC functional areas. 

2. The EMS needs personnel who are capable of definition and development 

in hardware, software, and operations and who are capable of super-

vision of the training and real-time support procedures. 

3. Some EMS personnel must be capable of resources allocation, budget-

ing, and scheduling duties. 

4. Some EMS personnel must be capable of translating the R&~ require-

ments into the terminology of the E.t~S. Although formal R&QA testing 

would not be conducted by the EMS itself, some effort must be supplied 

within the system to insure that R&QA standards can be met. 

5. Some EMS personnel must be able to facilitate the interface between 

the experiments package and the host systems. That is, some technical 

expertise that represents the host vehicle and the host management 

system must be present in the EMS. 
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The skills just listed for the EMS are seen as minimum require~ 

ments for a "work team" approach .. The mix (or the relative proportion) of 

the skills needed would&viously be dependent on the characteristics of the 

science project. The skill mix for a biomedical EMS would pro~~bly vary 
considerably from an ALSEP-type EMS. The skill mix would also vary con-

siderably with the phases of the experiment program. That is, the skill mix 

needed during the first six months of the project will likely be quite different 

from the mix needed during the last six months. 

4. EMS ACCESS TO AN EXTERNAL PO~L OF RESOURCES 
The EMS should have access to a strong set of functional orga-

nizations. These functional organizations (or MSC directorates) provide a 
technology pool of people, skills, and ideas that can be brought to bear on 

the EMS work flow. More specifically, this working relationship with the 
directorates provides the following functions: 

1. Assurance of scientific integritv. An outside organization to 

cvnlunte the EMS work flow against standards set by scientific 

necessity, that is, to check the technical specifications generated 

by the EMS against those required to maintain acceptable scientific 
methodology; 

2. R&QA for ha rdware, software, and operations. -- An outside orga-

nization to test and to evaluate EMS technical specifications against 

those required by the host system; 

3. Technical support. -- An outside organization to provide technical 

support for problems that arise in engineering, operations, training, 

etc.; 

4. Administrative support. -- An outside organization to supply admin-

istrative support from the host management system. 

In short, the EMS work team is designed to include all of the 
basic skills that need to be applied to the work of experi~ents management. 

Nevertheless, a constant, stable, pool of resources must be available out-

side the EMS for the solution of special problems and for the assurance of 
continuity between various EMS work teams. 
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5. EMS EXPERIMENT MANAGER 
The responsibility for each experiment in the science program 

should be assigned to an Experiment Manager within b11S. We are not suggesting 

that each experiment would require the full time service of on~_ individual, 

for the complexity of the experiment will determine the manning. We are sug-

gesting that there needs to be a single individual who is directly responsible 

to the EMS Manager for the progress of each experiment. The experiment may be 

such that the Experiment Manager needs his own small team within the EMS. The 
suggestion here is that the work within the EMS should be divided .on. a project 

basis rather than a functional basis. 

6. THE EMS / P. I. INTERFACE 
The EMS should develop and maintain an effective communication 

interface with the P. I. that encompasses the four critical dimensions discussed 

in the previous chapter: 

1. Credibility -~ based on the ability to speak for the EMS, 
2. Technical 2-bility basec:'l on the knowledge and skill to employ the 

techniques needed in the experiments work flow, 

3. Science knowled~ based on understanding of the science behind the 

experiment and of - the experimental methodology, and 

4. System expertise -- based on the knowledge of the structure and work 

work processes in both the EMS and in the P. I. 's working environment. 

The communications interface should include as a focal point the 

P. I. 's Experiment Manager. With his role as manager of the individual exper-

iment, he is uniquely qualified to bring credibi1ity to the interface. We do 

not suggest that one man wi11 always be able to serve as the MSC interface. 

There are three ways that the MSC side of . the interface can be composed: 

1. The single interface. -- There are some individua1s who seem to have 

a11 the abilities needed to serve as a single i11Le1:face. These in·· 

dividuals would likely be engineers with advanced degrees, qualified 

in the science behind the experiment and in the experience necessary 

to understand the dual systems involved. Such an individual might be 

qualified to serve with the P. I. as a co-investigator. 
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2. The multiple interface. Another possible EMS interface could 

be formed with the Experiment Manager and an associate (or associates) 

with supplementary abilities. An analysis of the interface between 

the ALSEP EMS and the P. I. suggests the division of l.~kely multiple 

roles that are described in Figure 6-6 below: 

Dimension Experiment Associate Total 
Manger Interface 

Credibility + - + .. 

Technical + + -Ability 

Science/Exp. - + + Knowledge 

System EMS + - + 
Knowledge PI - + + 

THE EMS SURFACE OF THE INTERFACE 

FIGURE 6 b -

'Although the associate for the Experiment Manager should be science-
oriented, he need not be a scientist with a terminal degree, publi-

cations, and acceptance in the science community. He does, however, 

need enough science background to gain the confidence of his P. I. 

Possible candidates for roles as associates in the ENS may be engineers 

with strong science backgrounds, science post doctorates, or science 

graduate students. 

3. The movine interface. -- A third possible EMS interface would be a 

moving interface -- one that changes its composition as the P. I. 's 

relationship with the EMS progresses. The Experiment Manager could 

hand off to another manager as the development of the experiment 

progressed, or he could take on different associates to match the re-

quirements of the development Jhases of the experiment. 
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As there is no "best kind" of organizational structure for an EMS, 

there is no "best kind" of interface. The type of interface actually 
used will be dependent on the needs of the particular science program 

involved and the resources available. 

7. THE P. I. / EMS INTERFACE 
The EMS should aid the P. I. in develo-ping and improving his inter-

face with EMS by effecting the following helpful actions: 

1. The EMS can make an effort to use a homogeneous protocol when dealing 

with the P. I. In our view the proper perspective is to view the 

P. I. as a customer. 

2. The P. I. can be prepared for his relationship with MSC with orien-

tation meetings and briefings. The orientation period should include 

several sessions in which former P. I. 's discuss their relationship 
with MSC and reveal a perspective that would be difficult for MSC to 

convey. The briefings should be both content and process oriented. 

That is, the briefing should include information about the technical 

aspects of the host space system as well as information about EMS 

structure and procedures. 

3. The P. I. should be supplied with information about the EMS as the 

project progresses, such as changes in key personnel, in policies, or 

in procedure. 

4. The EMS should develop the technical capacity necessary to sraak to 

the P. I. in technical terms about their experiments. That is, if the 

P. I. comes to the EMS with a technical ques tion, the EMS should have 

the ability to provide the technical answer. 

8. EMS CREDIBILITY 

The EMS mus t make a continual effort tn mnintnin its credibility. 

That is, the EHS must continue to prove itself as a viable supplier of the 

services needed by its science customers: 

1. The EMS should provide real-time technical support to the science 

project. Such support could be provided by a science/engineering 

panel composed of respected experts. The purpose of the panel would 

be to provide high quality technical advice, to evaluate the decisions 
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made in the EMS, and to serve as a court of last resort for both the 

P. I. and the EMS. The effective operation of this kind of panel 

would minimize the need for the P. I. and the EMS to go to a higher 

management level for conflict .resolution. 
2. The EMS should provide real-time process support to the P. I. 

That is, an attempt should be made to maintai~ the P. I. 's confidence 

in the management system by aiding him in understanding and in dealing 

with the various procedures used in the EMS. . This support could 

possibly be supplied by the project scientist. However, . a ·more viable 

alternative may be to provide each EMS with a type of "ombudsman" 

(or conflict resolver): 
(a) who is not officially a member of the EMS: 
(b) who is familiar with the EMS structure and procedures; and 
(c) who would be charged with the resolution of conflict generated 

by differences over non-technical or procedural matters. 
If some less formal arrangement were preferred, the "ombudsman" role 

could be pcrfcr~ed by an EMS manager who acted as an "impartial trouble 
shooter." 
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POSS IRLE STRUCTURE OF THE EMS WORK TEAM 

FIGURE 6- 7 

The project recommendations can be sununarized with the help of the 

above organization chart (Figure 6- 7) that depicts a possible organization 

structure for the work team within the EMS. Key elements within the EMS 

i 

J 

are (1 ) the EMS manager, (2) the project scientist, (3) the science / engineering 

panel, (4) the individual experiment manager s (or management teams ), and 

(5) the pool of skilled personnel to support the experiments work flow. The 

EMS work team would be co-located and would function as a single integrat ed 

organization. Real- time support would be provided to maintain the credibility 

of the system antl Lo mainta i n the effectiveness of th~ P, I. / EMS interfR~e. 

Preferably the EMS would be an individual part of the MSC organization structure, 

and the EMS manager would report at a MSC level corr?sponding to the priority of 

the EMS. 
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SECTION 2: El\TVIRONNENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

This class of recommendations is aimed at the creation of both a 

management and an operational environment that would be conducive to the 

effective operation of future experiments management systems. Although more 

general than the guidelines of Section 1, these three recommendations are 

equally important to the success of the future EMS 

1. A SCIENCE-FACILITATING GOAL 

For the benefit of future experiments programs, science experiment 

facilitation should be formally recognized as one of the goals of MSC. At 

prest!nt MSC :j..s utilizing its capabilities to facilitate science in several 

science projects. Although science facilitation (or the production of inter-

pretable scientific data) is not seen as a major goal, such facilitation would 

logically complement the following MSC outputs: (1) creation of new technology, 

(2) the development of human resources, and (3) the development of aGtual hard-
ware . One of the advantages gRined by accepting science facilitation is that 

of stabilizing a continuing experiment management function at MSC. If MSC 

can continue to give access to environments that contain phenomena of great 

scientific interest, a relatively stable experiment management function with 
continuing demand can be developed. 

To accept science facilitation as an MSC goal requires acceptance 

of the fact that MSC must have enough in-house science capability to make 

the EMS work. This is not the same as developing a large-scale in-house 

capability for doing good basic scientific re s earch. This mea ns the develop-

ment of enough in-house capability (1) to facilitate the translation of science 

(or experiment) goals into hardware and opetations, (2) to maintain the science 

quality of the experiments, and (3) to insure that the data reaches the science 

customer in the proper quantity and quality. 

To adopt science facilitation as an MSC goal requires a policy 

statement of goals,buttressed with a charter from the appropriate level to 

the EMS involved. The science-facilitation charter can be emphasized by both 

the organizational structure chosen for the EMS and its point of attachment 

to the existing structure. Further evidence of goal adoption should take the 
form of recognition to the members of the EMS for contributions to the pro -
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duction and dissemination of interpretable data. In short, to make this 

science-facilitation goal meaningful, resources need to be developed, credible 

organization charters need to be given, and the production of interpretable 

data must be used as a yardstick for evaluating and rewarding in the orga-

nizations involved. 

2. MARKET INFORMATION 
If science facilitation is adapted as a major MSC goal, _MSC 

roust develop and maintain a capacity for acquiring and using market information. 

In order to design the facilitating system around the needs of the customer, 

three different kinds of information are needed: 

1. Information about the general directions of scientific investigation 

is required to integrate compatabile science goals with the goals and 

capabilities of MSC. 

2. Information about the science requirements, especially knowledge of 

the parameters used by the science community to evaluate experiments, 

is necessary if products that meet customer specification are Lo be 

produced. 

3. Information about the customer's constraints, his host organization, 

and his required modes of operation are needed if effective worktng 

relationships are to be maintained with the science customer. 

An analogy can be made: just as a good engineering design starts 

with a thorough and comprehensive needs analysis, so an EMS must be designed 

to meet the needs of the customer within the constraints of MSC. Since cus-

tomer requirements are dynamic, the EMS must be flexible. For the required 

flexibility, a constant stream of market information and real-time management 

analysis are required. 

3. A SERVICE ENVIRONMENT 

If science facilitation is to become a major MSC goal, possible 

service environments should be developed. There is some evidence to suggest 

that the scientific community at large does not see MSC as possible contributors 

to science; there also is some evidence that suggests the P. I. is not pleased 
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with the work environment provided by MSC. In other words, MSC's science 

market at the present can be described as reluctant. If a profitable relation-

ship is to be developed with this market, MSC should begin an attitude change 

program and involve market representatives in cooperative feasibility studies: 

1. An attitude-change program directed at improving relations with the 

science market can be conducted by MSC as a permanent part of their 

regular dealings with the science community. The success of such a 

program would be keyed to early successful experiences for the science 

customers. The program would require (1) real- time analysis of the 

science market and of MSC's impact on it, and (2) the incorporation 

of the science market as a factor in MSC's decision-making processes. 

In short, MSC must consider the impact of its decisions on an additional 

system the science market. For example, in situations in which the 

impact of an MSC decision has potential for market dysfunctions, there 

should be some mechanism for conveying the MSC rationale to the science 
community. 

2. Some cooperative feasibility studies should be conducted in order to 

more fully utilize existing MSC capacity for facilitating science. 

MSC and selected members of the science community should bring to 

these studies the perspective of their own system: (1) MSC should 

present an inventory of arailable skills that could be utilized in 

experiments management. (A knowledge of the experiments and the 

resulting management tasks is prerequisite to the preparation of such 

an inventory.) (2) The science repres entatives should bring a know-

ledge of current research interests in the scientific community. The 

feasibility study then would consist of a synthesis of MSC capacity 

with market need. 



SECTION 3: GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. ADVANCE MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

The next EMS for a scientific project should be planned in 

advance according to guidelines developed in experience and theory. With 
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the accumulated wisdom and experience now available in experiments manage-

ment, it would be possible to tentatively plan and program a management 

system in advance of the project's first phases. Just as work flow is care-

fully detailed for a technical project, the supporting management system can 

be envisioned in advance and brought into play when needed on a planned basis. 

2. REAL-TIME MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS 

The next EMS should rave the benefit of real-time management analvsis. 

Just as a technical project aimed at a new development needs constant inputs 

of technical expertise, so do the managers of such a project need real-time 

analysis and input of management expertise. Constant analysis of the current 

st2te of the m2!188f'' !11Pnt system seems a prerequisite (1) to facilita ting the 

work flow in the experiments program, and (2) to designing management changes 

that anticipate rather follow needs. The kind of real-time analysis suggested 

here is not the same as a management information system designed to show the 

current status of schedules and budgets. We suggest an analysis that gives 

real-time evaluation of such items as management structure, policies, procedures, 

and interfaces. 

3. ORGANIZATIONAL EVOLUTION 

The next EMS should take advantage of the natural forces evolving 

in the system. Although the EMS should be planned in advance, that planning 

cannot be expected to be absolutely accurate. We are suggesting advance 

plannlng, su Ll1a l the managers involved will have the opportunity to think 

through the system, and so that there will be a management baseline or frame 

of reference. This advance planning should not automatically assume that the 

management system envisioned will be the one best system. Organizations rarely 

turn out the way they are planned. They develop different structures, policies, 
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and procedures; an informal organization develops to handle part of the work 

and most of the social activities. These mutations of the formal or intended 

system can be viewed and can be acted upon in two ways: (1) The first view 

considers the differences between the~anncd and the real organization as 

"deviations," and actions can be taken to bring the organization "back into 

line." This method is frequently used, but it is based on the assumption that 

the planners were absolutely correct. (2) The second view assumes that the 

mutations are part of a natural organizational evolution that may be either 

functional or dysfunctional, and action can be taken to thoroughly evaluate 

the actual system. If the actual system is dysfunctional, then a change program 

can be implemented. If the actual system is functional (as it frequently is), 

then the formal system can be changed to match the actual system. The second 

view is the one that is obviously recommended here. Natural economies frequently 

occur in organizations (as they did in the ALSEP EMS), and they should be utili.zed. 

4. DESIGN BY PARTICIPANTS 
The next EMS should be_ 9;3_s_:!:.g_ned by the potential participants 

themselves. The personnel who are in the present EMS should be looked on as 

possible candidates for positions in future experiments programs. With their 

experience, they should be able to contribute to the design of a future system; 

with their personal knowledge of the people who work well together, of the 

stress points, and of the kinds of relationships that are effective or ineffective, 

they can make contributions that would be invaluable in the management planning 

process. Further, the initial acceptance of the management system by its parti-

cipants is likely to be much better if they have been involved in the design 
process. 

/ 
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,SECTION 4: RECOMME1'.1DATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

All of the reconunendu.t l ons cited thus far have been based on 

the premise that MSC has made a decision to become more deeply _involved in 

science-related programs and that MSC intends to build more effectiveness 

into the level of science programs that it now sponsors. If these premises 

are true, more problem-oriented research should be conducted. Listed below 

are five areas in which new knowledge would be beneficial to MSC and the 

science community. 

1. HUMAN RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
The criteria for human resource allocation to experiments manage-

ment systems should be researched. There is some evidence to suggest that 

criteria that are used for allocation of manpower to other MSC programs may 

not be appropriate for experiments management. 

2. FUNDll~G AND CONTR/>.CTING PROCEDURES 

The funding and contracting procedures for experiments management 

systems should be reviewed and evaluated. These procedures have been a 

constant point of friction between the P. I. and MSC. Present procedures and 

perspectives do not complement the suggested view of the future EMS as a service-

oriented data-producing organization. 

3. R & QA STANDARDS 
The selection process for R&QA~irements for experimental 

equipment needs to be evaluated for science programs that are coupled with a 

more flexible system than Apollo. If more flexible systems are developed, it 

may be possible to produce more scientific data per dollar 0iithout degradation 

of the safety factor) by varying R&t{A requirements, depth of <locumentation, etc. 

This study would require a redefinition of the critical interface between the 

host system and the science package. The problem of developing a cost-benefit 

scheme for various configurations of R&QA requirements should at least be 

started. 
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4. EXPERIMENTS MANAGEMENT PROCESS 
The process of experiments management needs to be further 

examined. The analysis of one experiments management system should be supple-

mented with the study of other science programs and their management systems. 

The evidence available seems to suggest that experiments management is not 
directly analagous to the management of other technical programs with which 

MSC has had experience. More attention needs to be directed to the definition 

of the processes, phases, and required relationship in experiments management. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommendations presented in this report can be briefly 

summarized as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

A future EMS should be conceived and designedas a data- producing, 
service-oriented organization. 

The arganizat:Lon st:ructure of the future EMS should encourage a 

cohesive work team. 

The EMS work team should be built around carefully selected key 
personnel. 

The EMS should have access to other functional organizations. 

Each experiment in the science program should have a manager within 

the EMS. 

The EMS should develop and maintain an effective communication inter-
face with the P. I . 

The EMS should aid the P. I. in developing his interface with EHS. 

The EHS must make a continual effort to maintain its credibility. 

ENVIRONMENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. For the benefit of future experiments programs, science facilitation 

should be adopted as one of the legitimate goals of MSC. 

2. If science facilitation is adopted as a major MSC goal, then MSC 

must develop and maintain a capacity for acquiring and using market 
information. 
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3. If science facilitation is to become a major MSC goal, other 

possible service environments should be developed. 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
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1. The EMS for the next scientific project should be planned in advance. 

2. The next EMS should have the benefit of real-time management analysis. 

3. The next EMS should take advantage of the natural forces that evolve 

in the system. 

4. The next EMS should be designed by the potential participants them-

selves. 

RECOMMENDED STUDIES 

1. Criteria for the allocation of human resources to experiments manage-:-

ment should be researched. 
2. The funding and contracting procedures used in experiments manage-

ment should be evaluated . 

3. The R&QA st::mdaYds '..lsed in experimi?nts management should be re-

evaluated forfuture science programs. 

4. The process of experiments management should be further examined. 
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS 

This study of the ALSEP EMS was initially commissioned to 

investigate the general area of the communications interface between MSC 

and the ALSEP P, I, As the project progressed, four specific goals evolved: 

1. to document in a general way the history of the ALSEP experiments 
management system (EMS); 

2. to document the existing ALSEP EMS; 
3. to develop ~eneralized findings and reconnnendations that could be 

applicable to future experiments programs; and 
4. to study in some detail the communications interface between the 

ALSEP EMS and the P. I. 

The research methodology was simple. Information was collected 

in two ways: (1) face-to-face interviews with NASA personnel, P, I, 's 
and contractors; and (2) reviews of both NASA and public documents. Content 

analysis was then used to categorize the information, to locate various 

themes, and to formulate basic issues. Finally, findings and recommendations 

were generated from a creative analysis of the collected information. The 

results of the study were presented in four major sections, History; Current 

System; Findings; and Reconnnendations, which are summarized below: 

Chapter I: History of the ALSEP 
I 

Early ALSEP management was seen to be characterized by ad hoc 

decision-making, high uncertainty, and an organizational climate that was 
not particularly hospitable, Much of the early ALSEP development was 

managed in what was called the Experiments Project Office (EXPO). Later 

phases of development were managed in the Lunar Surface Project Office, .a 

part of the then newly commissioned Science and Applications Directorate. 

Chapter II: The Current ALSEP System 

At present, ALSEP management is conducted in several capsule 

organizations that are parts of different functional directorates. The 
overall supervision of ALSEP management is provided by an Experiments 

Manager in the Apollo Program Office. 

129 
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Chapter III: Findings 

study of the ALSEP management sys tern suggests that many 

system membe r· s view "operating hardware" as the prime output of their system, 

while the P. I. 's see interpretable data as the logical systems output. 

The interfac~ between the P. I. and the ALSEP EMS is complicated by a lack 

of mutual u11(lerstanding of the scientific experiments and of the engineering / 
. operational problems involved in their development and deployment. 

Chapter 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

IV: Reconrrnendations 

/The study's major recommendations are fourfold: 

MSf should fully accept science facilitation as one of its 
orfanizational goals; 

Fu~ure experiments programs should be managed in self-contained 

orf.anizational units that have the production of interpretable 

sc/ientific data as a major goal. 
A ~uture EMS should be designed and staffed to minimize conflict 

. . 
a~ the intertace between MSC awl tht:: P. I. 

i Tlie study of the nature and processes of experiments management 
should be supplemented by the examination of other science programs 
and their management systems. 
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